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Clinton's year

• A look at Clinton's first
year of follies and successes

• Dr. James Cone speaks
on these civil rights lead
ers spirtual foundations

Matt Klawltter
Staff Writer

Courtney Moon
Staff Writer

Dr. James Cone,
world-renowned theolo
gian and leader in the
civil rights movement,
spoke at USD's Shiley
Theatre last Thursday
evening in an effort to
celebrate Black History
Month and the heritage
and accomplishments of
Afro-American people.
Seeking to help cre
ate a greater black con
sciousness on a campus
where Afro-Americans
compose only three per
cent of the student body,
Dr. Cone illustrated his
new vision of theology
in his interpretation of
how spirituality influ
enced the teachings of
civil rights leaders Mar
tin Luther King Jr. and
Malcolm X.
It has been decades
since the words of these

two great men have rung
out urging freedom, but
their legacies most cer
tainly remain in the
hearts and minds of hun
dreds of thousands of individuals nationwide.
With the years, however,
these legacies seem to
have become mildly dis
torted.
According to Dr.
Cone, the significance
and accomplishments of
both King and Malcolm
X have been misrepre
sented. Their movements
had similarities, differ
ences and weaknesses.
Dr. Cone urged that
the greatness in each is
best seen through an ac
knowledgment of their
humanity. "Admirers of
Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King Jr. must be
willing to accept their
limitations," stated Cone
"Only then can we gain a
reasonable and usable
image of them."
Cone noted that it is
impossible for us to truly
understand or appreciate

SECTION

the accomplishments of
one of these contributors
to the civil rights move
ment while romanticizing
or denigrating the other.
"We must see them,"
stated Cone, "as they see
themselves... with assets
and liabilities."
Perhaps most important
in the teachings of both
Martin Luther KingJr. and
Malcolm X is their simi
larity, for both had an
overwhelming drive toat
tempt to liberate the Afri
can American from the
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bondsof segregation. They
believed what the AfricanAmerican people needed,
most importantly, was to
affirm themselves as hu
man beings in a "white
world." Freedom was the
foundation in both lead
ers' movements.
Although these two
leaders were able to
complement each other in
their teachings, their mis
sions corrected one another
see CONE on page 3

The year 1993 was definitely one
of a new president, promising
change to Americans.
In his inagural address, Presi
dent Clinton said: "Profound and
powerful forces are shaking and
remaking our world, and the urgent
question of our age is whether we
can make change our friend and not
our enemy. We know we have to
face hard truths and take strong steps."
The Clinton Administration did
address important issues facing ev
ery American. From health care to
NAFTA, polemical perspectives
from all over the political sphere
have been argued. Important issues
still linger, with the media inform
ing Americans on a daily basis of
the successes and failures on each
proposal.
Apparently, Clinton has
been doing his job with help from
Congress' approval of various pro
posed legislation. The Congres
sional Quarterly reported that leg
islation backed by Clinton passed
88.6 percent of the time. This was
the highest first-year success rate
since President Eisenhower in
1953.
Clinton won crucial votes at an

even higher rate—over 90 percent,
better than President Johnson in
1965.
USD Political science Professor
Noelle Norton explained that one
reason for Clinton's success with
legislation was his "bipartisan ap
peal." This had been important to
the passageof key legislation,espe
cially with NAFTA and the Family
and Medical Leave Act. Also,
Clinton had no com
plications with
Congress in
passing the
B r a d y
Bill.
On cer
tain issues,
Clinton will

have limitations. Norton forecast
that Clinton will have trouble pass
ing his health-care reform bill, be
cause House Democrates are statis
tically more liberal and the Repub
licans more conservative than
Clinton would like them to be.
Clinton will have to be a smart
salesman on his reforms to
Congressmembers and their con
stituents.

Real USD players
G. Wickstrand, K. Ross & B.
Schneider
Special to the VISTA

The frustration can be seen on
Jim's face as he watches his "sure
thing" lose him $500, and along
wi th that loss come prom ises that he
will never gamble again.
Gambling is a problem on many
college campuses nationwide and
USD is no exception. Students,
regardless of their age, are gam
bling thousands of dollars each
week. Most students do it for no
other reason than to make money,
which in the long run turns out to
backfire on them.
Gambling is especially accessible
here in San Diego. 'The California
Lottery isone thing, but everywhere
you turn there's another opportu
nity to gamble," said John, a junior.
The Caliente Race and Sports
Book, just on the other side of the
Mexican border in Tijuana, is one
of the biggest attractions for USD

Students gamble during Casino Night in Forum AB
students. "Every Thursday I study
the sports lines in my 9:40 class and
then drive down and place my foot
ball bets during the two hours be
tween classes," John said. "Ihaven't
missed a week of betting in two
years."
If sports betting isn't enough,
then maybe one of the three Indian
casinos, just 25 minutes away, will
draw the interest of the gambler. If
the gambler needs glamour and

lights then Las Vegas is only a $55
round-trip plane flight away.
"I prefer to go to Barona (an
Indian casino) because you can eas
ily get homeat the end of a night and
there is not that temptation to break
the bank if you are on a losing
streak," said Craig, a senior.
If all this wasn't enough, the re
cent emergenceof sports bookies at
see SHARK on page 2
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AROUND THE WORLD

ABOUT THE NATION

CAIRO — Concerned about threats by Mus
lim extremists against foreigners, the United
States Embassy held a "town hall" meeting
for Americans in Egypt, warning them to be
careful.
The embassy was not advising people to
leave Egypt or not to visit. O'Brien said he
was unaware that specific nationalities or
groups were being targeted.
The embassy called the meeting after faxes
were sent to Western news agencies warning
tourists and foreign investors to leave Egypt
or risk getting involved in increased levels of
violence.
The faxes weresigned by the Islamic Group,
which has led a two-year violence campaign
aimed at overthrowing Egypt's secular gov
ernment and replacing it with Islamic rule.

SOUTH BEND, In. — The University of
Notre Dame recently held elections for stu
dent government positions, the results were
quite surprising. The election winners held a
rather unorthodox platform. Firstly they en
tered the election only one week before the
deadline. Further, they promised a univer
sity-subsidized Grateful Dead concert and
dissolution of student government.
The men behind the joke campaign are
David Hungeling and Matt Orsagh, a pair of
"free-spirited, regular guys" who won the
election with fifty-six percent of the student
body vote. Hungeling was elected student
government president and Orsagh vice presi
dent in a run-off election Wednesday.
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TOKYO — Cabinet Secretary Masayoshi
Takemura said that Japan may present a new
proposal to the United States in an effort to
revive failed trade talks.
Takemura said, "Yes, presenting a new
proposal is important and we should also
continue our dialogue with United States
officials on the political level."
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SAN FRANCISCO — The San Francisco Exam
iner reported that Jerry Garcia,the 51 -year-old
lead guitarist and spiritual leader of theGreatful
Dead planned to wed on Valentine's Day.
Garcia married an independent filmmaker,
Deborah Koons of Mill Valley in a secret
location in Marin County.
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WASHINGTON D.C.—The Washington Pest
reports that the United States bought up to
$200 million of advanced Soviet weaponry
during the 1980's in dozens of deals. The
U.S. military obtained top-of-the-line airdefense systems, radar, armed helicopters,
torpedoes, tanks, self-propelled artillery from
the Soviet-supplied Polish arsenal with pay
ments though foreign intermediaries, said the
newspaper in Sunday's editions.

ORANGE — A former city official in New
port Beach was released from prison into a
half-way house after serving less than half of
t a four-year-sentence for embezzling $1.8
million from city depositories.
Robert Dixon, the city's utility director
until his arrest in 1992 was released after
serving 18 months for two counts of em
bezzlement, his attorney, Stephan Desales
said.
Dixon's release surprised Newport Beach
city officials. "The biggest rip-off element
was theelcment of trust...Has he been cured?...I
doubt it, frankly," said Newport Beach Mayor
Clarence Turner.

Pat

loele, Kelly Reed, Kristi Dyer, John
Elkins Cliff Miller.

The VISTA is located in the lower
level of the Hahn University Center,
in the Publication's Office (Rm. 114
B). Staff meetings are held every
Tuesday at noon in the office and
all are welcome. Copy, press
releases and letters to the Editor
are due noon, the Friday prior to
the following publication. To reach
an editor, call either x8754, x8756
or x4584. Questions regarding
advertising should be refered to
Cresta Olsen at x4714.
The VISTA <s published Thursdays during the
school year, breaks excepted. It is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues they generate Advertising material
published is for informational purposes only,
and is not to be construed as an expressed or
implied endorsement or venfication of such
commercial ventures by the staff or the
University.

USD is quickly becoming a popular option
with would-be Caliente patrons. "I've bet all
four years at USD, mostly at Caliente, but
now it is even easier because all I have to do
is just make one phone call to my bookie,"
said Kyle, a senior.
The bookies used at USD aren't the tradi
tional "Moose and Rocko" types who will
break your legs if you don't pay up. They are
mostly students try ing tomake enough money
to pay their rent and bills.
How big is the gambling problem at USD?
A non-scientific survey was taken of 30 male
students at USD between the ages of 18 and
23. Twenty out of those 30 students said they
gambled weekly. Over half of them said they
gambled at least twice a week. All of the
people surveyed said regardless of the num
ber of bets they made, the total amountof money
bet was usually between $40 and $50 a week.
"Sometimes gambling gets a little nerveracking," said Ken, a junior, "you really start
pulling your hair out in the fourth quarter of
a game when you have got your rent money
down."
Only five of the people surveyed had parttime jobs, and those people said that they
really weren't working for the money, but
rather just to occupy time so they would not
think about gambling.
"Every day I see more cases coming in,
with young kids losing thousands of dollars,'
said Barbara Weigold, a counselor at the San
Diego Department of Gamblers Anonymous.
"It is getting so bad that these kids are having
to sometimes steal for their money to gamble.
"I wish there was a program at USD for
gambling addicts," said Mike, a senior. 1
would have gone to them a long time ago for
help." Mike was one of five of the people
surveyed who said they would go to counsel
ing at USD if there was any.
Currently at USD there is an office to help
people with their alcohol and drug additions but
not one specifically for gambling addictions.
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• CONE
continued from page 1

as well.
The differences of between these
two prominent civil rights leaders
involved, on a most basic level,
geography. While King focused his
attention on Southern black Chris
tians , Malcolm Xwasattemptingto
reunite the Northern blacks living
in the ghetto who were either indif
ferent to or alienated from Chris
tianity.
By infusing the ideals of Thoreau,
Ghandi and the spirituality of the
black church in the South, Martin
Luther King Jr. was able to em-

power people to use nonviolent
forms of protest to aspire towards
freedom. Perhaps King's most im
portant contribution was his ability
to take use the fundamental idea of
fearlessness from the black church
and give the black people a true
absence of fear."There is no greater
honor," King stated, "than to die for
the cause of justice."
In contrast, Malcolm X's funda
mental vision in the North involved
an attempt to promote the rediscov
ery of the African heritage. Malcolm
X, among other things, is most noted
for transforming the "docile Ne
groes" of the ghettos in the northern
part of the nation into proud African
people. The worstcrime of the white

American was leaching the black
people to hate Africa, insisted
Malcolm X. "In teaching us to hate
Africa we ended up hating our
selves," he once said. Malcolm X's
ability to empower African Ameri
cans stemmed from creating a de
sire to respect African culture and
history.
In exposing his new theology,
Dr. Cone has illuminated two dif
fering attempts a reaching a com
mon goal, each of which was suc
cessful in establishing power and
confidence in the African-Ameri
can people. Each focused on the
singular vision of creating an
America where we will all be "free
at last."
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If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background on the
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right
to deny servicing of press re
leases.

This week at USD

TODAY
N x>n - "Instrumental
Mus;c of the French
Baroq te," featuring
visiting Australian bas
soonist Iat. Stockigt, will
take place in rite :rench
Parlor in Founa^r > -u '1.
Contact: Fine Arts. 2 ^

2280

Martin Luther King's '1 have a dream" speech takes on new spiritual foundation
through Dr. Cone's lectures

1 L-)
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Mon-Friday
8-10am, 6-8pm

IVTaytag Coin Eaunffry^
7612 Linda Vista Rd*

571-5507

Sat & Sun
9-3

un
TWO COMPLETE DINNERS
FOR ONLY $9.90
Dinner: BBQ Ribs, Mahi
Mahi, Baked Chicken. &
Carne Asada. Includes:
Soup or Salad.
•With USD l.D.
•No coupon needed
•Good thru 1994

OLD TOWN, SAN DIEGO

5 p.m. - San Diego City
College Professor Ric
Todd will discuss "The
Legacy of African Art" in
Room 153 of Camino
Hall. The lecture, which
is followed by a reception,
kicks off the "Decorative
Arts of West Africa"
exhibition in Founders
Gallery. Contact: Fine
Arts, 260-2280.
6 p.m. - The Society of
Women Engineers' sec
tions at USD, UCSD, and
SDSU will hold their
twelfth annual Evening
with Industry at the Hahn
University Center. Con
tact: Kathleen Kramer,
260-6832.
7 p.m. - AIDS Awareness
Week concludes with a
presentation on "Living
With AIDS," featuring
health care providers and
people who are HIVpositive or are living with
AIDS, in Room 107 of the
Hahn University Center.
The presentation will be
followed by an AIDS
Candlelight Walk to
Founders Chapel where a
Prayer Service will be
I held. Contact: Julie Bays,
260-4618.
7:30 p.m. - Dr. Laetitia
Argenteri, Professor of
History, will discuss "An

foot

298-0133

Public A flairs

ii
Italian Experience" at a
Rancho Santa Fe Invisible
University seminar at the
Church of the Nativity,
6309 El Apajo Road.
Contact: Ann Hoover,
260-4828.
Friday, February 18
"Decorative Arts of West
Africa" will go on display
in Founders Gallery
through March 18; exhi
bition hours are Monday
through Friday, 12:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Con
tact: Fine Arts, 260-2280.
8 p.m. - "Sacred Music
from the Golden Age of
the Baroque," featuring
visiting San Francisco
artists Michael Sand
(violin) and Phebe Craig
(harpsichord), will be
performed in Founders
Chapel. Contact: Fine
Arts, 260-2280.

Saturday, February 19
9 a.m. - "The Age of
Enlightenment," a sympo
sium presented by the
Timken Museum of Art in
conjunction with its
exhibition "The Age of
Elegance - France in the
18th Century," will take
place in the Manchester
Executive Conference
Center. Contact: The
Timken Museum, 2395548.
Tuesday, February 22
Noon - "Music for Piano
and Voice." Florence
Hechtel, voice and Joseph
Graciose, piano. French
Parlor. Free 260-2280.
Wednesday, February
23
6:45 - 9 p.m. - "Coalition
for Equality." A panel
from both two-and fouryear colleges will address
issues regarding equity
and diversity in higher
education. Hahn Univer
sity Center Forum AB.
Free. 260-4798.
2 p.m. - Womens tennis
vs. USC west courts.
Free. 260-4803.
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Pompous study African art focus of
• Students have the opportu
nity to study at world famous Founders gallery
Oxford U.
Deborah Acomb

tours. Some travel trips are directly
linked
to the courses, such as vari
Special to the VISTA
ous trips to the theatre, art galleries
and museums in London,
Stonehenge, Bath, Gloucester, Win
chester and Stratford-upon-Avon.
Every semester USD offers an Other tripsare also offered to allow
exciting academic opportunity for students to experience new locales
students to study abroad. In con such as Dublin, Amsterdam, and
junction with two USD affiliated Paris.
programs (The Centre for Medi
To qualify for the program,
eval and Renaissance Studies and students must have a minimum
3.0 GPA and may
apply during their
sophomore or junior
year. In addition, se
lection for the pro
gram is based on a
written application,
personal interviews,
letters of reference,
and a review of tran
scripts.
Students may pick
up application pack
ages and information
handbooks in Serra
216. This material pro
vides prospective stu
dents with program
data necessary to plan
their tall '94 semester
program. The deadline
for completed applica
tions is Monday, March
26, 1994.
The students who
Big Ben is one of many sights to see are interested in the St.
Clare's program should
St. Clare's Liberal Arts Programme) plan to attend an informational pre
students can study in Oxford, En sentation given by Paul Saville,
gland, for either a semester or a Director of the Liberal Arts
year, earning academic credits Programme at St. Clare's, Oxford.
which qualify towards their USD This meeting will be held at the
degree.
University Center, Forum B, on
Because, these USD affiliated Tuesday, March 1, at 11:15 a.m.
programs are seen as an extension Dr. Virginia Muller and previous
of the university's academic cur USD/St. Clare's students will also
riculum, most financial aid is avail be available to answer questions.
able for qualifying students for one Students should sign up to attend
semester abroad. The deadline for small, informal group interviews
financial aid applications precedes with PaulSaville following thepre
the deadline for application to the sentation on Tuesday. Appoint
program, so students are advised to ments for these meetings may
plan carefully. Tu
ition costs are the
same as for full-time,
on-campus atten
dance at USD and are
paid directly to
USD.
The Centre for Me
dieval and Renais
sance Studies was
founded in 1975 to
provide an academic
training for overseas
students who wish to
complete part of their
education in Oxford
but are not members
of the University. The Stonehedge is another great sight
academic program s
devised so that students can receive be mqde in advance in Serra
either specialized training in Medi 216.
eval and Renaissance Studies or a
Any further information or ques
more general course of studies in tions should be directed to the US D
the Liberal Arts.
Oxford Program Coordinator, Dr.
In addition to an enriching aca Virginia Muller, Serra 227, Ext.
demic challenge, USDstudents par 4631. Her office hours this semes
ticipating in theseOxford programs ter are Monday and Wednesday, 1
are given numerous opportunities p.m.-2:30 p.m. and Tuesday and
to attend cultural excursions and Thursday, 3 p.m.-4 p.m.

News Co-Editor

Dr. Virginia Muller

The influence of African art
istry is prevalent in our culture,
and opening today in Founders
Gallery is a traveling exhibi
tion, "Decorative Arts of West
Africa," that focuses on arti
facts from African cultures.
The display showcases 70 ar
tifacts of decorative arts and
utilitarian crafts of nine West
African countries.
Most of the exhibition pieces
were gathered during the 1970s
specifically for the curator,
Dorothy Van Arsdale.
"The pieces were collected
in sections, including clothing
and personal adornment such
as jewelry, cooking utensils,fur
niture, entertainment and musi
cal instruments," Van Arsdale
said in an interview with the
Philadelphia Inquirer. "I just
wanted to tell what the daily life
in West Africa was all about."
"The design and work
manship have persisted through
the ages," she said. "Thisproves
that the different cultures have

existed for many, many years,
and it's important to know the
cultures of the different nations.
I'm interested in all cultures —
a cultural exchange is what you'd

call it."
The exhibition is on display
through Friday, March 18, from
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

USD spiritual journey

Departing from Los Angeles
on June 26 of this year, Rabbi
Wayne Dosick and Father
James O'Leary, professors in
the Religious Studies department at USD, will lead a 15-day
spiritual and educational journey through the holy land of
Israel and the eternal city of
Rome.
This unique trip is open to
students, faculty and the greater
SanDiegocommunity,anyone,
as O'Leary put it, who is eager
"to see the Holy Land through
Jewish and Christian eyes."
Rabbi Dosick, who has been
to Israel five times, maintains
many local connections that
have helped him organize an
authentic and exciting trip for
the 60-70 participants that
O'Leary and Dosick hope to
take.
The first 10 days of the trip

38
': »
will be spent in Israel visiting
Tel Aviv, Caesarea, Meggido,
Nazareth and other cities. The
group will visit theChurch of the
Annunciation where the angel
appeared to Mary and the Church
of St. Joseph, site of Joseph's
carpentry shop. They will travel
to the Lebanese border at
Metualla and they will inner tube
down the Jordan River. They
will also visit ruins of ancient
synagogues and celebrate the
Bat-Mitzvah of a fellow traveler.
The final five days will be
spent in Rome visiting the Pantheon, the Trevi Fountain and
Via Portico d' Ottavia, the main
street of the old Jewish ghetto.
O'Leary hopes to meet a few
Cardinals butdoesn'tbelieve the
Pope will be in Rome at that

^*
time. While in Rome the group
will also visit the Colosseum
and the Arch of Titus and
Constantine and the memorial
to Jewish and Christian martyrs that died in the Holocaust.
The participants are welcomed
and encouraged to attend various services in local synagogues and churches to get
a complete picture of the
Jewish and Christian history.
O'Leary is convinced that
after this trip the participants
will "never read trie Bible in
the same way again." Those
interested may contact O'Leary
at x4921, Dosick at x2130 or
the Religious Studies department, for more information re
garding reservations and a detailed itinerary.
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ADL plan in league of its own
Toward the end of Novem
ber of last year, a speech was deliv
ered. Even though it was a small
college back east, it received na
tionwide attention. Although the
speaker wasn't well known, his
words received nationwide atten
tion. The speech was criticized for
being anti-Semitic and bigoted.The
speaker was Mr. Khalid Abdul

Yusuf Khouri
Staff Writer
Muhammad, National Minister of
the Nation of Islam (NOI), which
is headed by Minister Louis
Farrakhan.
The so-called mainstream black
leaders were not only some of the
first, but some of the harshest crit
ics of Muhammad. Even though
Minister Farrakhan didn't move
fast enough for some, he rebuked
Muhammad after listening to the
speech in its entirety. In a Feb. 3
press conference, he called the
speech "Vile in manner , repug
nant, malicious, mean-spirited and
spoken in mockery of individuals
and people." His belief was that it
went against the spirit of Islam.

Farrakhan went on to say, "While I
stand by the truths he spoke, I must
condemn, in the strongest* terms,
the manner in which those truths
are represented."
Now, after saying that, I have
some questions. Why did the AntiDefamation League (ADL) wait
until two months after the speech
to run a national ad in the New
York Times? They are the ones
who brought it to national atten
tion. It seems that it only added
gasoline to a fire that had just
burned itself out.
What was their true motive?
Could it possibly have been tocause
friction between those organiza
tions supported by Jewish funds
and those that are not? According
to an ADL internal document, put
out in January of this year entitled
"Mainstreaming Anti-Semetism:
The Legitimization of Louis
Farrakhan," it appears they are out
to destroy the NOI and Louis
Farrakhan. The ADL believes"We
must use every weapon at our dis
posal."
What are these weapons? One
of these weapons is "the exploita
tion of some of the nation's top
black political and civil rights lead
ers who have long been envious of
Farrakhan's ability of attracting

large and enthusiastic audiences."
Why try to cause friction? It is
not needed. Unity is needed. Any
group or persons that is out to cause
friction does not have the best inter
est of the black community at heart.
Why doesn't anyone rebuke the

We are real good at
telling others how
wrong their words are.
But how many repudi
ate, not the words of
the powerless, but the
deeds of the powerful?
ADL?
In light of, not only their agenda
for Mr. Farrakhan, but their illegal
spying tactics, they have to be criti
cized. According to many news
sources, as well as the FBI, the
ADL had illegal spying policies.
They had files on many blacks, Ar
abs, whites, and other Jews whom
they did not approve.
Why haven't the black leaders,
as well as others, been as strong in
organizing and protesting against
the ADL? Why have they not called
on Abraham Foxman, the head of
the ADL, to distance himself from

this illegal and un-American act.
As Mr. Farrakhan said, "The si
lence of the black leaders, in this
issue, is deafening."
Another deafening silence by
many, is in regards to Sen. Ernest
Hillins. Hemaderacistcomments
against some visiting Africans yet
no one really heard about it. No
one organized anything to con
demn his words. There was a 970 vote, in the Senate, in favor of
condemning Mr. Muhammad's
words. There was no such vote for
Mr. Hollins' words.
We are real good at telling
others how wrong their words are.
But how many repudiate, not the
words of the powerless, but the
deeds of the powerful? Mr.
Muhammad mentioned, in regards
to South Africa, that all white
people should be killed; men,
women, and children. To be ap
palled at this notion is understand
able. To rebuke his words, is a
given. Let us look, now, at people
throughout history whom we cel
ebrate, honor, respect and revere.
George Washington: The great
"Indian killer." "The father of our
country." Washington killed Na
tive American's from Virginia to
Canada. He didn't talk about it,
but he killed men, women, and

children.
General Amherst: Has a college
named after him. He killed native
American men, women and chil
dren when he knowlingly gave
them small pox infested blankets.
Harry Truman: Dropped the
atom ic bombon Japan, killing men,
women and children.
Israel's government doesn't say
they want to kill, in fact they say
quite the opposite. However, they
have, and continue to be involved
in the killing of Palestinian Arabs;
men, women and children.
Ronald Reagan ordered the
bombing of Quadafi's house. He
didn't kill the man, but he got the
women and children.
The great Bill Clinton ordered
the bombing as well as the wonder
ful George Bush. They killed men,
women and children.
This small list shows the people
that didn't talk about killing men,
women and children. They did kill
men, women and children. It was
not their words that did it, but their
deeds.
Let us not be hypocrites. If we
rebuke one, we must rebuke all.
We are the future. Let us not fall
into the same traps. Let us try to
solve the real problems, not create
new ones.

One month is not enough
Black History Month is
supposedly a month when Afri
can-Americans can feel good
about themselves. A month that
symbolizes the black experience
in a positive experience in a

and have a lot to do with the
lifestyles all people are
living today.
How often do you
hear of the inven
tions a black person
made that people
use everyday? We
cannot remembera
history
class
which did not con
stantly remind us
Special to the VISTA of how Caucasian
culture made ad
positive perspective. The short vances in the
est month of the year — Febru technology of
ary — represents a brief history America. There
lesson that only goes as far asan are many ad
introduction. Yet, African- vances that Afri
American people should be can-Americans
proud they have been given a also made, and
month.
one, in particu
The solution is to tell the truth. lar, saves many
Black History Month would be lives today.
non-existent if scholars included
Charles Drew, a
the history of all people who black man, invented the mecha
have made positive and lasting nisms and techniques that make
contributions to our country. If blood transfusions possible. Ironi
people were educated properly, cally, when Drew was injured in a
they would realize that African- car accident he was denied a trans
Americans made positive and fusion, due to his skin color, and
lasting contributions to America died in the hospital.

In our opinion, African-Ameri- history of our country,
cans laid a large portion of the
Designating a month for
foundation from which the United black history is not enough!
States was allowed to grow.
Black history should not be
Black History Month is Ameri- taught separate from United
can History. The problem is that States history. The separation
racism is practiced within the of black history from U.S. hisAcademyofHigherEducation.lt tory devalues the role of Afriisattheforefrontofburyingblack can-American history, espehistory and this in turn results in cially here in America,
the ignorance of how our nation
Another factor that needs to
was truly formed. It is not the be addressed is education. Chilindividual, rather the institution dren need to hear the truth, inwhich is formed of individuals.
stead of the constant negative
People often ^
stereotypes
question African_
about their culAmericans about The problem is that ture. Incorporal-

Joseph Temple
Stacy Douglas

We ask you why this is not taught
in American History classes? The
topic of slavery is briefly discussed
and then passed on. It is often easy
to forget who exactly cleared the
forested land by which we farm
and gain our agricultural surplus.

mg
Black History racism is practiced
African,
Month. Our re
.
,
Asian, Chicano
Native
sponse is to ques within the Academy and
American
his
tion the system, of Higher EducaIt is the system ^ „ js a, ,he
tory would help
that creates the
",v _
change so many
need for Black forefront of burying of the negative
History Month, Black history
perceptions that
not
Africanpeople
have
Americans. The
about people of
system tries to compensate by of- color,
fering a month when the answer is
Until we as a nation honor
quite simple—tell the truth. The everyone's cultural and historitruth will not compromise cal experience, we will always
America, but enhance the vast miss a part of history.
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Letters
The USD VISTA welcomes all
types of letters for print. Send
your letter, typed on 8112 X 11
paper to:USD VISTA; do Letter
to the Editor;5998 Alcala Park;
San Diego, CA 92110-2492.
The USD VISTA reserves the
right to select and edit letters to
be published.

Marino: Live there
to understand
While flipping through the
pages of the VISTA, I came
upon the article by Chris
Marino about Ellie Nesler, the
woman who killed her son's
alleged molester. I was
shocked, especially so far after
her sentencing, that a student
from USD would focus his
opinion of the week on Ellie
Nesler. 1 think that this
surprises me so much because I
am from "the town of Sonora,
California (which) became one
divided, unequally and
unjustly." Let's just say that
Ellie put us on the map.
Marino wrote: "Ellie
Nesler: The story of a woman
who felt she was best qualified
to take the life of another
person, just because." Just
because? Ellie Nesler had a
reason. She didn't just wake
up one day in April and decide
that she would shoot some
random guy. She shot her
son's molester. Someone who
violated her son's personal life.
Marino says, "Driver was
going to be put away for his
crimes-this much was for
certain." Was this for certain?
We definetly cannot say.
Driver would have been
sentenced to a mere five to
eight years of prison. He
would have been rejeased
within three to four years on
parole. Driver had already
been charged with molesting

children before but was re
leased. When he molested Ellie
Nesler's son, he was working at
a Christian camp!
Marino says that the legal
system is messed up for only
giving Nesler ten years. Well, I
believe that the justice system
shouldn't have messed up in the
first place by letting Daniel
Driver go free. I know that
society shouldn't resort back to
a vigilante lifestyle but Daniel
Driver deserved everything that
he got.
Living in the extremely small
town of Sonora, California I
experienced it all. No, I was not
one of the people surrounding
the courthouse with "Free Ellie"
signs but I heard and saw
everything. Not a day passed
without hearing something
about Ellie Nesler. Chris
Marino, maybe if you lived in
Sonora you would have a
different perspective. Please
realize the fact that if Ellie did
not do this to Driver, then there
is the possibility that he would
be walking the streets of Sonora
or some other place probably
molesung more innocent
children. The court's need to
punish the criminal's not the
victims.

Alice Bettencourt

VTSTAgate: Finete
paid off by GOP
I have a question: Is the
VISTA and/or James Finete
subsidized by the Republican
National Committee? In
addition to this question I must
add that I feel that it is disgrace
ful that the VISTA should
publish an ad by "LP Pros"
which does nothing but foster
plagiarism and cheating.

Dr. G.L. Oddo
Professor Emeritus

Spotlight On Society
by James Finete
Sao Paulo police are responsible for the death of over 5,000
children, according to a report just released by Human Rights
Watch/Americas. On-duty and off-duty police in the Brazilian city
are said to be a part of death squads financed by local businesses that
are upset over the crimes committed against them and their custom
ers. Most of the victims are black teens between the ages of 14 and
17. Considered dangerous by the shop owners, most of the teens are
"simply poor youth" and not "criminals or gang members," the
report said.
Two off-duty police officers in Los Angeles are in jail after
allegedly shooting their firearms at a California Highway Patrol
officer who was issuing a traffic ticket on the northbound Harbor
Freeway. The two are also suspected of shooting at a Metropolitan
Transportation Authority Bus.
A teen-ager in Phoenix has been convicted and sentenced for
shooting nine people, six of whom were Buddhist monks. Johnathan
Doody, 19,and an accomplice entered the monks' temple, then took
electronic equipment and $2,790 in cash.The two were not finished.
Doody ordered the monks,an elderly nun and two male followers of
the temple onto the floor and shot them in the head.

Quote of the Week
"When I was a younger man and had a life, I owned an El Camino
pickup in the '70s. It was a real sort of Southern deal. I had
AstroThrf in the back. You don't want to know why, but I did."
*— President Clinton, enough said

Total destruction of Mission by MTV
MTV is not all its cracked up to be
Yeah! Party on bro!
the
beat-down
MTV is on its way to VISTA Editorial faster tha!n you can
Mission Beach to throw
say University of
a kick ass, wild, rager
Arizona. Riotpotenfor their annual Spring break go off! tial.
Stoked? Quite frankly the skeptics, And yes MTV is about quality muhaveapoint. Mainly because most of sic. Yeah. "San Diego is the next
them live in Mission Beach. They Seattle bro!" The San Diego music
find it to be crowded enough. Further scene is great, but how can anyone
the San Diego music scene will be really not see the novice marketing
rubbed in just the right way it will ploy here. This great new trend of a
grow colosal proportions.
city defining the entire rock music of
Two reasons are almost certainly the nation is absurd. Was Seattle
the basis of the pitch some MTV ex everything you wanted in rock? I
ecutive focused on to get them to film hope not. Other people were mak
their show in Mission Beach. The ing music then too. Is San Diego,
beach, and all that comes with it, as home to about three groups of
well as the music scene.Yet I find people ( College students, young
myself looking at these two reasons yuppie families, and retirees ),
on the flip side; These are two very really all new rock is today?
good reasons not to film here and stay
What about the economic burst
on the East coast in the expectant MTV will give to the entire area?
Daytona Beach. ]
Yes, the economy will flourish and
Mission does get its share of spring so will clean up costs. It will be
breakers. However, MTV is planting interesting to observe whether or
the seed for the masses converging on not MTV will be fluid with their
Mission Beach on levels that will rival current strong environmental
D.-day. Firstly, the area is quite small. stand. Or, on the other hand will
Traffic on any weekend of the year, they serve up a little hipocracy ,
regardless of season,is at best a hassle. and thrash the area many of us
The area issurrounded by parks which call home.
will be turned into stages, as well as
Will John Norris and Kennedy
land fills by the disrespectful masses. sweep the streets before they go?
Enough about the Mission Beach Will Adam Curry's wit get him
land let's move on to the people. A out of a bind with some locals?
good portion of them do look fore Louis Largent, will you finally ask
word to the two weeks Mtv will be a local band an intelligent ques
here. However, Mission is home tion? Then again all the trash and
to several groups of people who masses moving in on us all could
really aren't big fans of, well, oth be worth it if only Cindy Crawford
ers. Bald guys with hate tattooed can be seen filming House of Style,
on their necks, ready to dish out on the beach, in a bikini.
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Clinton's policy undergoes criticism

fien, in the
course of human
events, it becomes
deficit to its lowest level in six years,as well ascut
Laurie Kovach
of illegal immigrant residents. Govenor Wil
necessary for one people
hundreds of federal programs to help pay for new
Staff Writer
son was hoping for $3.1 billion for California
to dissolve the political
programs favored by the administration.
alone and has expressed concern that the state
The budget contains both positive and nega
zwill have to find new sources of funding to
bands which have
President Clinton has been exposed to an
tive aspects for California. Money will be allo
balance the states budget.
connected them tvith
abundance of criticism since he took office in
cated to deal with the problems of illegal immi
There is funding for sev
January of 1993. Hispersonal life has constantly
, another,
gration, which has consistently been a problem
eral probeen ques
atic issue
grams,
and to
tioned and
h o w 
among local
assume
criticised
ever,
and natonal
among the
throughout
politicians.
a n d
his cam
The budget
these
powers of
paign and
will
de
m a y
the earth
his presi
make up
crease the
the sepa
dency. His
for the
amount of
declaration
rate and
funds for the
l o s t
of being a
state's de
funds from
I AS president
equal
" n e w "
fense indus
the budget. These programs
station to
Democrat
try.
include $253 million in bi
|P r e s i d e n t i a l
has been
which the
The bud
lingual education, $310 mil
quotes
viewed with
get also in
lion for the education of
laws of
skepticism
cludes fund
migrant workers children,
|Black History
nature and
and his dedi
ing to fur
and $414 million for refu
month
profile
of nature's
cation to to
ther
the
gee resettlement. Califor
the nation's
completion
nia may also receive unex
(god entitle
domestic
of asewagepected funding of Medicare, which is a main
them, a decent respect to
policy has
treatment
source of medical treatment for illegal immi
the opnions of'mankind
constantly
grants.
plant near
at
been
requires that they should
the U.S.
The president has proposed that $2.1 billion
tacked. The
Mexico bor
be used to increase the border immigraton
declare the causes which
most recent
der and new
control. This is a 22% increase from last year
impel them to the
criticism in
President Clinton's proposed budget benefits the San programs to and will be used in hiring 150 Border Patrol
separation. 'We hold
Clinton's
help mili
agents and purchasing electronic equipment to
Diego area.
domestic
tary workers
decrease the passage of illegal immigrants into
these truths to be selfpolicy is his
find em
the U.S.
evident; that admen are
new budget.
ployment in civilian related industries.
created equal; that they
President Clinton proposed a $1.52 trillion
President Clinton has proposed that $1 billion
budget for 1995, which would reduce the federal
be allocated to the state to contribute to the costs
art endowed by their
see BUDGET on page 8
creator with certain
unalienable rights; that
among these are life,
liberty and the pursuit
of happiness; that to
need of financial aid each year be have high grades, He recognizes but through their activities. Be
Santos Gonzalez and
cause
of
the
loss
of
so
many
jobs
that the
secure these rights,
cause of their involvement, they
Tanya Rodrigues
and the government has a certain strength
make USD
governments are insti
Social Issues Editors
* amount of money allocated for fi o
f
the unique
tuted among men,
nancial aid. The more people who m a n y
place that it
need financial aid, the smaller each U S D
deriving their just
is."
person's piece of the pie is going to s t u 
When looking back on the first
The most
powers from the consent
half of his year as president of the be."
dents
r e c e n t
of the governed; that
Vertetis realized that many of the d o e s
USD Associated Students,Tom
S.M.I.L.Ewhenever any form of
Vertetis' main project has been the students who gave so much to the not lie
sponsored
S.M.I.L.E. program. Students Mak USD community and were heavily in acaevent was Ca
government bcomes
ing It a Little Easier is a student- involved in campus activities faced d e m sino del Sol,
destructive to these ends,
initiated solution to the financial financial difficulties and needed ad ics, but
which took
it is the right of the
aid problems that faces so many ditional financial resources aside in or
place at the
from the state and federal govern ganiza
students of USD.
people to alter or to
University
It started when Vertetis was asked ment to pay for school. Fellow t i o n a l
center on Feb
abolish it, and to insti
to talk about financial aid with the ships will be $1000 each, and a a n d
ruary 8. The
tute new government,
USD Board Members. To prepare panel of twenty students decides c o m 
casino night
laying its foundation on
for the presentation, he spoke to a which applicants receive the added munity
raised $2000,
number of his fellow studentsabout financial aid.
which
work.
brings
such principles, and
Vertetis felt that there should be a
their own financial situations.
"There
t
h
e
organizing its powers in
In doing so, he recognized that way to keep people here who con are so
fellowship's
such form, as to them
financial aid was one of the major tribute to USD. He started getting m a n y
total up to
problems facing students today. clubs and organizations, including w a y s
$6000. The
shad seem most (Ugly to

w

Cdebratiny
Presidents'
<Day

Tom Vertetis, service with a S.M.I.L.E.

When seeing the magnitude of the
problem, Vertetis decided that stu
dents need to take the intiative and
start helping themselves. He real
ized that the state and federal finan
cial aid situation was only going to
get worse and that this campus
should do something to help.
"More and more people are in

the AS, to raise funds for this new
fellowship. "I hope to encourage
people to work together for one
common thing," Vertetis said.
The S.M.I.L.E program is consid
ered a fellowship instead of a schol
arship because it is geared toward
students who do a lot for the USD
community, but don't necessarily

for stucasino night,
AS president Tom Vertetis
dents
which wasorw i t h
—-—
ganized by
h i g h
Jennifer
McKann,
brought
all
the clubs and
grade point averages to receive
scholarships such as these," Verte organizations together for the plantis said. "We feel that students
contribute to the university in many
ways. Notjustthroughtheirgrades,
see VERTETIS on page 8

effect their safety and
happiness.
Thomas Jefferson, in
the first part of the
'Declaration of Indepen
dence, July 4, 1776
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A woman of passion
•Ida B Wells fough racism with quiet determination
Tanya Rodrigues
Asst. Social Issues Editor

When Charles Moss was
lynched in Memphis in 1892, his
murderers probably thought that
it would be just another life gone,
nothing more. What they didn't
count on was Ida B. Wells.
With the death of her dear
friend, Wells heard a wake-up
call, one which would resound in
the nation for years to come. She
became a leader in the battle
against the lynch law. From the
podium to the newsprint, Wells
was an unrelenting reminder of
the horrors that befell her race in
its quest for equality.
In response to Moss' lynch
ing, Wells suggested that the
city's African-Americans leave,
showing no reaction to the events
and seeking no revenge on the
murderers, who were well known.
Within two months, over
2,000 African-Americans left
Memphis. As a result, businesses
which depended on the AfricanAmerican patronage began tofail,
while white homemakers com
plained about the lack of domes
tic help. Eventually, the superintendentof thelocal Railway Com
pany called Wells at her newspa
per, "The Free Speech." Heasked
Wells to encourage AfricanAmericans to ride the streetcars
again.
More importantly, a white real
estate agent's remark revealed,
according to Emilie Townes in
the Christian Century, "The true
intention behind lynching. It was
not an isolated event, but part of
a broad-based movement to in
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timidate blacks."
"You got off light," the unwit
ting real estate agent said, accord
ing to the magazine. "We first
intended to kill every one of the 31
n
s in jail, but concluded to let
all go but the leaders."
As a result of Wells' actions,
the remaining Memphis residents
heard the wake-up call, and her
life-long career had just begun.
At the of 1893, Wells began
Illinois' first black women's club.
Their projects and accomplish

ments ranged from establishing
Chicago's first black orchestra to
opening the first black kindergar
ten. In addition, they, according to
Townes, "crossed the color line in
clubs," by being a charter member
of the Cook County Women's
Clubs.
Wells' action were not limited
to women and children. Following
the 1908 Riot in Springfield, 111.,
Wells set up what would eventu
ally be the Negro Fellowship
League. From that organization
flourished a reading room and so
cial center for men and boys. In
1919, Wells fought against the re
instatement of Frank Davis as
sherriff in Alexander County, be
cause he didn't prevent the lynch
ing of a black in Cairo, 111.
Despite her passion for civil
rights, Wells never forgot her de
termination to halt the "lynch law."
In "Southern Horrors: Lynch Law
in All Its Phases," Wells studied
the accusations, many related to
rape, that resulted in a number of
the lynchings. She would eventu

|
BUDGET
continued from page 7
The rest of the money will initiate a political-asylum
system, deport 20,000 undocumented criminals, and en
force the law against employers knowingly hiring illegal
immigrants.
The President has proposed that $140 million go
toward communities that have been significantly affected
by layoffs and millitary base closings, much of which is
expected to go to California.
Though many residents are skepticle about how effec
tive efforts for helping millitary employees will be, credit
has been given to the President for his effort to ease the

(VERTETIS
continued from page 7

ning of the fundraiser.
"I hope that this concept of students helping them
selves will spread," Vertetis said. "If other schools start
to work together on similiar projects like our clubs and
organizations, it might make a difference."
Future S.M.I.L.E.events include a party at the Volcano
Club on February 24,from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Half the
proceeds will go to S.M.I.L.E.
"I don't want people to just take money out of their
pocket to contribute, but I want them to have fun while
helping other students." Vertetis said.
In addition to his plans for S.M.I.L.E., Vertetis is

ally concentrate on the728 lynch
ings of African-American men,
women and children in the 10
years before Charles Moss' mur
der. Wells discovered thata mere
one-third of those cases involved
rape accusations against AfricanAmericans and a fractionof them
were actually guilty. In addition,
she found that most of the lynch
ings took place because of quar
rels with Whites, crimes such as
incendarism, race prejudice and
making threats.
Wells' tenacity often made
her seem difficult to others. Ac
cording to Townes, "Some black
activists struggled with her
inabilty to combine conviction
with compromise for the sake of
achieving some goals."
Although Wells fought the
"mammy" stereotypeof AfricanAmerican women, and provided
vision for the many people look
ing for a way to survive in a
world with racism, she "risked
falling into the trap of believing
that she was the only one able to
discern God's will for
theliberation of the oppressed."
Moss was killed in 1892 be
cause his new grocery store took
business away from the "white
grocery" across the street. Moss'
murderers might have thought
that lynching Moss might keep
other African-Americans from
prospering. Ironcially, it did the
opposite.
Perhaps Wells was the first to
react to the murder of her friend,
but Moss' death would affectmillions of others. The message
spread to the rest of the nation, a
message which said that Ida B.
Wells and the many AfricanAmericans who held the same
passion and determination could
make a difference.

transiton.
Clinton has specifically requested that $52.5 mil
lion is granted to construct the border waste-water
treatment plant, which is intended to stop the spillage
of Tijuana sewage into San Diego beaches.
This aspect of the new budget is looked on favor
ably by many San Diego residents who have been
outraged by the sewage spills for decades.
Though Sacremento is dissatisfied with the new
budget's allocation of funds, San Diego may benefit
from the new programs and initiatives. The Presi
dent was elected on the basis of his campaign vow to
improve domestic policy, which will inevitably ben
efit some areas more than others. Fortunately, San
Diego appears as though it will come out ahead.

planning which would support the victims of the
recent Los Angeles earthquake, which would take
place from Feb. 28 to March 4. Vertetis encourages
students to contribute toys, baby bottles, batteries,
bottled water, folding chairs and food. He adding
that there is a possibility that the AS would collabo
rate with the Dining Services in order for student to
donate a dollar off of their cash plus accounts.
"It's important that the USD community support
the people of Los Angeles for two reasons," said
Vertetis. "For one, they've been through a tremen
dous ordeal. Number two, many of our fellow
students and their families are from that area."
In the future,Vertetis sees himself running for
political office or possibly working for a non-profit
organization like the Red Cross where he knows he
can help people and make a difference.

tVresidentiaC
quotes
Must a government of
necessity be too strong
for the liberties of its
people or too weak to
maintain its own exist
ence?

-Abraham
Lincoln
We look forward to a
world founded upon four
essential human free
doms. The first is free
dom of speech and
expression-everywhere in
the world. The second is
freedom of every person
to worship God in his
own way everywhere in
the world. The third is
freedom from want...
everywhere in the world.
The fourth is freedom
from fear... anywhere in
the world.

""Franklin D.
Roosevelt
Politics is supposed to be
the second oldest profes
sion. I have come to
realize that it bears a very
close resemblance to the
first.

-Ronald
Reagan
I don't give them hell. I
just tell the truth and they
think it is hell.

-Harry S.
Truman
Those who make peaceful
revolution impossible
will make violent revolu
tion inevitable.

-John F.
Kennedy
Doing what's right isn't
the problem. It's know
ing what's right.

-Lyndon B.
Johnson

Few men have virtue to
withstand the highest
bidder.

-George
Washington
I gave 'em a sword. And
they stuck it in, and twisted
it with a relish. And I
guess if I had been in their
position, I'd have done the
same.

-Richard
Nixon
Every man wishes to
pursue his occupation and
to enjoy the fruits of his
labours and the produce of
his property in peace and
safety, and with the least
possible expense. When
these things are accom
plished, all the objects for
which government ought to
be established are an
swered.

-Thomas
Jefferson
I'm not an old, experienced
hand at politics. But I am
now seasoned enough to
have learned that the
hardest thing about any
campaign is how to win
without proving you are
unworthy of winning.

-Adlai
Stevenson

The presidency does not
yield to defintion. Like the
glory of a morning sunrise, it
can be expeienced — it can
not be told.

-Calvin
Coolidge
There is nothing wrong with
America that cannot be cured
by what is right in America.'

-Bill
Clinton
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Dorftwasfie>yowtime withflyers—Usethe
V9S1A classifieds. We
W guarantee a
response or you
extraweek- JtZEE!

REWARDING SUMMER JOBS.
Firefighter, tour guide, dude ranch,
host(ess), instructor, lifeguard, hotel staff,
+ volunteer and government positions
available at national parks. Fun Work.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! For more
details call: (206) 545-4804 ext. N5979
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuff
ing envelopes at home. Send long SASE
to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. J27,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.

types of Classifieds:
Personals
Jar Sale
RentalsJKoommabes
Employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
greeks

DATSUN KING CAB for sale by owner.
1981 make, Brown exterior, air condition
ing, clean, runs well, includes shell, $2,500
or best offer, call Calvin at 299-0431.
82 YAMAHA SECA, good/Co. $650 b/0,
Eric x7609
SONY 5 DISK PLAYER, Dual D/A con
verter 4 x oversampling digital filter, $175
O.B.O., Dave x7660.

WANT TO LEARN TO FLY, or see the
shores of California, romantic sunset
flights, $40 for 1 person, $50 for 2 or 3.
Private pilot course begins Mar. 1, Call
Shannon at 275-5214.
LAKE HAVASU, AZ is America's New
Spring Break Hot Spot. Spend 4+ days at
America's largest party for as little as
$99.00. Top name Concerts, Comedi
ans, and Celebrities. "The Lake Will Roar
in '94!" CALL 1-800-4HAVASU
PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Therapist
Cindy Ryan, MFCC, specializes in the
treatment of EATING DISORDERS. Call
571-1432 for a free initial brief consult.

BETH M., Roses are red, violets are blue,
the days are better when I think of you.
You are like a star, so close yet so far. Will
you be my Valentine? A.Gazer M.K.
CONTROL THE MEDIA to some extent
by taking out a classified ad in the USD
VISTA Classifieds section. The UC Ticket
window is ready for your statement!
2 for 1 bargain for next week's paper.
Consult the UC ticket window for more
info.

SPRING BREAK *94 MAZATLAN! 8
DAYS/7 NIGHTS, INCLUDES AIRFARE.
100 FREE DRINKS! CALL 4 DETAILS.
WILL SELL OUT! COLLEGE TOURS
619«490-8067. CALL NOW!

VISTA is hiring. Applications for all posi
tions are being accepted. Stop by the
VISTA office for more information or call
X4584.

SUMMER JOBS in WA. San Juan Is
lands at Four Winds Camp. Teach Sail
ing, Arts, Riding, Tennis, and More. IN
TERVIEWS FEB. 15: Contact Student
Placement.

Costs: (USD Students, subtract 20%!)
125 characters, Iweek—$7; 2weeks—$10
each additional20 characters - $2
25% off all ordersof 6 weeksor longer
* all dassifieds due by 5 prti,Jriday prior to print
*purchase at UC ticket window or call260-4719
*late submissions subject to erO% service charge

BASS GUITAR LESSONS: A new ap
proach, Play any style by ear! Private
studio 1/4 mile from campus. Best rates,
Melanie 573-0462.

DONT READ THIS! OOOPS! I guess if
you would read this then so would some
one else! Place an ad today at the UC box
office today.

Last chance!
2 for 1 sale
deadline is
5 p.m. tomorrow
Run to the UC ticket window
and reserve your classified
space before you loose'out!
VISTA CLASSIFIEDS ...
Because you're not a loser.

LIVE AT THE BEACH: Own Room +
Bath. Ocean-view balcony. $415/mo. +
1/3 util., 1 or 2 people. Female Only. 4883756.

would like to
cordially
thank writers
who have
stuck it out
r
and made
something of
themselves.
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Staff Writers meeting
T u e s d a y at noon i n U C
1 1 4 B . A H are w e l c o m e .
C o m e o n out and m a k e
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ONE STOP TRAVEL STOR!E

BOOKS
•S"MAPS BACKPACKS DAY PACKS
LUGGAGE NECK PILLOWS A ACCESSORIES

GET DRESSED
DEFOREYOU
HIT THE ROAD.

|EQUIP YOUR TRIP
kHERE!

Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever' C~~5~~
become the flying object.

VFF,

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^7

1655 Garnet
Pacific Beach
483-1421

Oi»n7da^s£weej^

V7 Mission Valley YMCA
•
Student Memberships
I,
Now Available
f

Facilities
• Heated Outdoor Jr. Olympic-Size Pool (25 meters)
« Four Lighted Tennie Courts
• Fitness and Gymnastic Center at Gaines St.
• Locker and Shower Rooms
• Indoor Soccer Field With Natural Grass Turf
• Carpeted and Mirrored Aerobic Room
• Two Grass Volleyball Courts
• *State-of-the-Art Cross Training Center
« 9,000 Square Foot Gymnasium for Ages 64.7
• Wood Cusioned & Mirrored Multipurpose Boom
• Outside Playground for Babysitting Participants
« New Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Conference Room for Member Programs

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"If you have built castles in the air,
your work need not be lost.
That is where they should be.
Now put the foundations under them."

! 1) fVl,

•Cross Training Center Features
• 12 Lifecircuit Stations

* 10 Lifieateps

• Nautilus Equipment

* 4 Stairmasters

• Polaris Equipment
• 12 Lifecycles
• 8 Recumbent Lifecycles

• Free Weight Area
• 2 Liferowera
• 4 Treadmills

—Henry David Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study abroad in Seville, Spain, or London, England,
for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year
Courses in liberal arts and international business
Fluency in a foreign langiage nM required
Home-stays with meals
Field trips
Financial aid applies (except for summer session)

Program Costs:
• For tuition, room, board and field trips
• In Seville, Spain
$4,975 (fall or spring) for Wisconsin residents
$5,225 (fall or spring) for non-residents
• In London, England
$4,295 (fall), $4,535 (spring) for Wisconsin residents
$4,545 (fall), $4,785 (spring) for non-residents
Application deadlines:
• April 1 (or summer session
• April 30 for fall semester
• October 15 (Seville), November 15 (London) for spring semester
For a program description and an application, call toll free:

1-800-342-1725

WE MAKE LEARNING FUN!

Free Guest Pass
W For Two
$20 Value
Mission Valley YMCA
5505 Friars Road
298-3576

5485 Gaints St
296-8411

Muit prtwst tii. p&u. Good Sol e<» « ™

V:2
t

«• vuit joly.

PRICE STUDENT
SKI LIFT TICKET

EVERY WEDNESDAY FOR DAY OR NIGHT SKIING
Valid school I.D. required

Mtn. High Snow & Ski Report

Not good with any other discount
Limit one per lift ticket

310-578-6911 • 714-972-9242
909-874-7050 • 818-888-6911

Mtn. High Ski Area

ITALIAN • FRENCH • SPANISH
CHINESE • GERMAN • RUSSIAN
•
•
•
•

jl

Communicative Approach
Small Groups, Native Teachers
$ 6 Per Hour
Summer Sessions Abroad

TLP Language Center 232-9065
363 Fifth Avenue, San Diego

Whatever your needs,
we will pick up and deliver for you:
Term/Thesis/Test PapersResumes-Creative writing/editing/Research
Competitive prices!!
LP PROS
Business Support Services
Phone: 619/672-7233
Fax: 619/672-1864

Paris
$187*
Frankfurt
London
Madrid
Washington DC
Glasgow
Zurich

$219*
$215*
$295*
$184*
$219*
$209*

*Above faresare each waybased on roundtrip purchase.
Fares are from either Los Angeles or San Diego. Taxes not
included and restrictions apply.

Around the world fores
as low as $1199

Council Travel

953 Garnet Ave. • San Dieso, CA 92109
Open Saturdays 10 am - 2 pm

270-6401

Professional Tax
Preparation
• Affordable •Fast
• Personal •Convenient

Electronic Filing
Available
Student Discount
Call Today for an Appointment
(Evenings & Weekends Available)

LANG^ GUIDI, INC
3910 Chapman St., S.D., CA 92110-5694

(619) 224-1050
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Events • Results • Schedules

Still Kicken still
team to beat in
co-rec soccer
The 1994 co-rec soccer season got
off to a slow start (at least from an offensive
standpoint) Saturday as Walking Probable
Cause defeated Phi Alpha Delta 1-0 in a
defensive battle. Mike Barmettler scored the
lone goal late in the second half.
The play heated up later in the day
as The Delts high-pressure offense wore
down Grace Under Pressure. Elaine
Milligan gave the Delts a 2-0 lead early in the
first half. Grace UnderPressure rallied late
in the half with a goal by Brian Jacobsen to
bring the score to 2-1. After half time, the
Delts turned up the heat;. J.R. Rodriguez's
goal thirteen minutes into the second half
was followed less than two minutes later by
Rob Warne's score,the last of the game,
giving the Delts a 4-1 lead and icing the
game.
Faced with a grueling doubleheader,
Still Kicken established itself as the team to
beat by defeating first 976-Score and then
Delta Sigma Pi. Cameron Peach gave Still
Kicken a 1-0 lead over 976-Score early in
the first game. NorbyCisneros tied the game
for 976-Score at 1-1 with just eight minutes
left in the game, however, Peach struck again
to give Still Kicken the lead for good. Ben
Miller's goal with less than four minutes to
play made the final score 3-1.
After a brief rest, Still Kicken took
the field again, this time to face Delta Sigma
Pi. Miller scored for the second time of the
day to give Still Kicken a 1-0 lead earlyin the
game, a lead they would enjoy until early in
the secondhalf when Delta Sigma Pi'sDierk
Kissel evened the score at one apiece. With
18 minutlisleft toplay, Vicky Brienza scored
the game's final goai, giving Still Kicken a
3-1 lead and their second victory of the day.

IM distinctions:
best of Feb. 7-13
CO-REC SOCCER
Game: Still Kicken vs. Delata Sigma Pi
Team: Still Kicken
Male Player:
Mike Barmettler
Female Player: Elaine Milligan
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Match: Perfect Set vs. Men In Shorts
Team: Joe's Team
Player: Steve Schabacher
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Match: Free Agents vs. Ohh Saki
Team: Free Agents
Player: Nanea McGuigan

Dejected members of Bats and Balls leave the field after last semester's loss in the
co-rec Softball finals. They will get their chance for revenge this Sunday at 12 noon.

Huge softball upset on opening day
Sandy Pietrewicz's Go Deep went
into this past Sunday's opening day co-rec
softball game as a team reeling from an
embarrassing loss to last semester's eventual
champion, Doggie Style in the semi-finals.
They appeared to be a team disorganized and
unmotivated to chase the shirts in their final
semester of existence. But remember, you
can't always judge a book by its cover. The
same applies to Go Deep who upset Kim
Brewer's Doggie Style 5-3 to avenge last
semester's loss and put a scare into the once
mighty and untouchable Doggies.
Go Deep played solid defense and
capitalized on Doggie Style's inability to
make the big play or get the big hit. The star
of the game for Go Deep was sophomore
Mindy Campbell who had three hits and
scored the go-ahead run in the sixth inning.
But despite Campbell's heroics, it was Joe
Brosnan's two out, two strike, two-RBI single
that pleased Go Deep the most.
Sean Nugent and Rick Salazar tried
to combat the pesky Deep defense, but their
team could not get the runners on base to
allow them to drive in runs.
Another pleasant surprise was the
way Dave Engel's Bats N Balls destroyed
Meatloaf 24-4. Engel, last semester's most
valuable player and batting champion started

Climb the ladder
Can you be the best? Are you will
ing to try? This semester, the IM department
is offering ladder tournaments in table ten
nis, badminton and handball. Do you think
you can end the semester on top of one of
these ladders?
After an initial night of play, a
ladder will be posted ranking each of the
players. Afterwards, it is up to you to chal
lenge those above you and fend off challenges
from thosebelow. At the end of the semester,
the one at the top of the ladder is the winner.
The entry fee to join is only $2, but
entries are due Thursday, Feb. 24. Those
who miss the deadline can challenge in at the
bottom of the ladder. However, this will
leave a long climb to the top. So don't
hesitate, sign-up today and join in on the fun.

IM spotlight:
doubles table tennis
Sport:
Info Meeting:
Entries Due:
Playing Days:
Entry Fee:
Divisions.

Doubles Table
Tennis
Feb. 24 at 5 p.m.
Feb. 24
TBA*
$4 per team
Mens and co-rec

•The season will last five weeks.
Teams will be given a list of their oppo
nents and available playing times.
Matches are to be scheduledby the teams.
There will be an end of the season tour
nament to determine the champions.

-J

where he left Off with three quarters of the
cycle in only three at-bats. Despite Engel's
bat and the speed of Mark "White Light
ning" Scelfo on the base paths, it was the
hitting of the Bats N Balls' ladies that stole
the show. Tracey Vandewegh, Jenny Martin,
and Erin Pace scored 11 runs, all in the first
four innings. Bats N Balls, last semester's
runner-up to Doggie Style, seems to be ready
to claim the shirt in this, their last season
ever.
Despite getting blown out of the
water, Meatloaf had some bright spots, espe
cially Mark Hazeltine and Kerry Carruthers.
Look for this team of veterans to learn from
defeat and upset a heavyweight in the future.
The day's opening game also proved
to be the closest as Nia Spring's The Team
was one better than Delta Sigma Pi, 8-7.
Jason Slevernagel and Steve Brown led The
Team's hit parade, as did Torrel Purvis who
contributed with a good glove and timely
hitting. The Team seems to be the best of the
weaker Division 1 and should have no prob
lem going undefeated through league play.
For the Delta Sigs, Bill Homan
practically ended up in the hospital for his
team by getting three hits, scoring two runs
and hurting his knee. Gavin Simpson and
Kim Jones also helped the business-oriented
team to a near victory.

WOMEN'S 3x3 BASKETBALL
Match: Taps vs. Mighty Power Rangers
Team: PHInatics
Player: Shawn Kiser
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game: Go Deep vs. Doggie Style
Team: Go Deep
Male Player:
Dave Engel
Female Player: Mindy Campbell

IM rankings:
as of Feb. 14
CO-REC SOCCER
Still Kicken
We're Da Shirt
Delts
Walking Probable Cause
Delta Sigma Pi
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
4 XXL's
We Can't Win
Joe's Team
Perfect Set
Disorder on the Court
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Ohh Saki
Cactus and Coconuts
Whoa
Free Agents

New event offered:
give horseshoes a try
In the never-ending quest to bring
new events to USD, the intramural depart
ment is offering a league in horseshoes this
semester.
Competition will be held in both
men's and co-rec doubles divisions. Each
team willbe given a list of opponents and will
need to schedule matches within a five-week
period. A single elimination playoff will
then follow.
Entries for doubles horseshoes are
due February 24 and the fee is a nominal $4
per team. There will be an informational
meeting on February 24 at 5 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Taps
PHInatics
Mighty Power Rangers
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Go Deep
Bats N Balls
Doggie Style
The Team
Who Came First
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

MENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Yahweh
Hansen's
Mauling Vikings
Little Men/Big Sticks
Hosers

I
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Wellness corner
Gary Becker
EM/Rec Director
Last week we talked about aero example the maximum heart ratefor males
bic exercise and the benefits derived from is 215 to 220 beats per minute (bpm),
participating in an aerobic exercise pro while the maximum heart ratefor females
gram. This week we will discuss the is 220 to 225bpm. An age adjusted heart
different types of aerobic activities avail rate would be taking the maximum heart
able andhow to incorporate them into your rate and subtracting your age from it. A
forty-year old males' age-adjusted heart
own wellness/fitness program.
Contrary to belief, to gain the rate would be 175-180 bpm. Thebenefits

done for 15 to30 minutes, three times per
week in order to derive cardiovascular

of aerobic exercise do not take place at
maximum heart rate. In feet the ideal
intensity of aerobic exercise is 40 to 60
percent of your maximum heart rate. At
this level of intensity the body tends to use
fat as a fuel source which can help to
reduce the percentage of body fat on an
individual. Intensity and increased blood

benefits. Other activities such as walking,
cycling, aerobic dancing, playing tennis/

circulation help to reduce sedimentation
or the build up of plaque in the arteries.

basketball/racquetball can also be good
aerobic exercise. These activities, how
ever, need to be vigorous and done from 30
minutes up to one hour, due to the lower
aerobic nature of the activity.

Back to our forty-year old male.
If his maximum heart rate is 180 bpm and
he is just starting out on anexercise pro
gram it would be recommended that he

benefits of aerobic exercise one does not
have to actively work out for an hour and
sweat out a gallon of fluids. Recent studies
have shown that certain types of aerobic
exercise such as cross country skiing, swim
ming, jogging, and rowing need only be

I

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, killed Dec. 12, 1988 at 2:22 pm on
1-95 South, Brunswick, GA.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes
to stop him.
-t.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U.S. Department of Transportation

GET DRESSED BEFORE
«p| YOU HIT THE ROAD.

Gloves help you manipulate controls better. Leathers help prevent hypo- \ o /
thermia. And all gear protects against flying objects. Which is vitally \]5/
important if you ever become the flying object. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONV

Aerobic activities can be done on
machines such as treadmills, bicycle ergometers, stair steppers, vasa trainers, row
ers, or they can be done naturally outdoors.
Depending on the situation an individual
may choose to use a machine one day per
week and outdoor activities the other two
days per week. One's aerobic program
could easily look like this:
Monday - Jog 20 minutes

exercise at 40%ofhis maximum heart rate
or 72 bpm. As hisconditioning improves
he can increase his intensity accordingly
up to60% or 108 bpm. Monitoring heart
rate during exercise not only ensures that
you are doing the proper type of exercise,
but it can serve as a motivator to keep you
going at the right intensity. Heart-rate
monitoring should not be done until you
are about three to five minutes into the
exercise to allow your heart rate to reach

Wednesday - Swim 15 minutes
Friday - Play tennis for 45 min

a steady state. Heart rates can be taken
every three to five minutes after that to

utes or use a rower in the gym for 15
minutes.
Varying the activities not only
conditions the entire body, but adds inter

makesureyouareslayingon track. A post
exercise heart rate taken twominutes after
exercise canalso serve as a motivator. As
you get in better shape your post-exercise

est as well as personal enthusiasm to your
program. A varied program also will also

heart rate will become lower and tower.
The basic rules for aerobic exer

help reduce injuries that are a result of
overuse of one particular area of the body.
Intensity of exercise is also im

cise are; vary your activity, work at 40%to
60% of your maximum heart rate, and
work for 15 to 30 minutes three days a

portant to your aerobic program. A person
should exercise at 40 to 60 percent of their

week. Follow these rulesandyou will reap

age-adjusted maximum heart rate. Don't

the benefits of aerobic conditioning. Next
week we will discuss anaerobic condition

let this scare you as it is a very simple
formula that ensures you are getting proper

ing and how to incorporate H into your
total wellness/fitness program. Until then

aerobic benefits from yourexercise. As an

give aerobics a try.

Open recreation hours: Feb 18-24
Pool

"SURE, I USE PRODUCTS THAT HELP ME
LOOK MY BEST. THE REAL BEAUTY
Is THAT THEY'RE NOT ANIMAL-TESTED."
Everyone can agree with

•

pD

actress Ana-Alicia — It's

(j*

inhumane to lest personal
carc

Pro<lucts on anima's

TheHeautifui(jxttctr Now there's an easy way for
you to identify which products are not. Watch for
The Beautiful Choice™1 symbol from The Humane

Society of the United States starting in October
and make every choice a beautiful one.
Look for displays with this seal wherever you buy

Wednesday.
Thursday.

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
10 a.m. -10 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m./
8 - 1 0 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m./
5:30 -10 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

your personal care products. Or write The Humane
on this program.

THE HUMANE SOCIETY
OK THE UNITED STATES

mwi 21001.
21001, street,
Street. inw
NW
\ W/ Washington. DC. 20037

{For membership Inquiries and
"Beautiful Choice" campaign information)

Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:

Society of the United States for more information

1-800-372-0800

© 1990, The Humane Society of the United Stale* All RWthU Reserved

Friday.
Saturday:
Sunday.
Monday.
Tuesday:

Weight Room

Note: For gym hours, call 260-4601.

8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
10 a.m - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m./
6 - 1 0 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m/
6 - 1 0 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m./
6 -10 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
6 -10 p.m.
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Subway IM game
of the week

Volleyball
begins season

Date: Sunday, Feb. 20
Time: 1 p.m.
Sport: Co-rec Softball
Match-up: Go Deep vs. Bats N Balls

The first volleyball match of the
semester was between Men In Shorts and
.
Perfect Set. Men in Shorts, who only had
three players, got off to a rusty start. Perfect
Last week, Sandy Pietriwicz's
Set won the first game 15-9. Men in Shorts
Go Deep squadupsetthedefendingcham
were able to get their act together in the
pions, DoggieStyle, 7-5. This week, they
second game, and won 15-6. In the deciding
will try to knock offlast semster's runnergame, Men in Shorts lost one of their three
up, Bats N Bafts. While we still think
players to a bad knee and that was all she
Doggie Style is the team to beat, the
wrote. Perfect Set won the match by win
winner here will most likely take the No.
ning the third game 15-0.
I ranking into the playoffs. More impor
The next match was between the
tantly, they will also win the party platter
Phi Kap B team and We Can't Win. This
from the Subway on Morena Boulevard.
match was not much of a challenge for We
In last week's Subway IM Game
Can't Win. Phi Kap B was badly out
of the Week, Still Kicken avenged last
gunned. Bobby Norman led We Can't Win
year's championship-game loss witha 3Nice Huh? took the Fall's 3x3 basketball championship and should be the team to
with six kills and three aces in their 15-2,15- beat in this semester's 5x5 league. Remember, Domino's will be giving away a large ^1 soccer victory over Delta Sigma Pi. j
7 win.
pizza each week to the team of the week.
The next match was between Joe's
Team and Phi Kap A. This was the first
game of Joe's Team's doubleheader for the Quality over quantity
week. Phi Kap A was simply "killed" by
Joe's Team. All the players of Joe's Team in women's basketball
racked up at least five kills and was led by
league
Steve Schabacher with nine kills and two
The softball season officially got
aces. Joe's Team won by a score of 15-4,15This semester's women's basket underway Sunday when The Team beat Delta
Entries for singles tennis are due
11.
ball league has a lack of players. You would Sigma Pi 8-7 in a co-rec game. This Sunday, tonight. Competition this semester will be
Joe's Team's second match was think that since the league only signed up however, the men's teams will take to the held in Men's A and B and Women's A and
with Bark Knot. Joe's Team only had three three teams, the level of play will be sub par. field for the first time and if you want your B leagues.
players for this match but they were still too If you think that, think again, and come team to be out there, you better hurry. Entries
Each player will play one match per
much for Bark Knot. Bark Knot did not put watch these women play. Last week, the for the men's softball leagueare due tonight. week for three weeks and then will be placed
up much competition and Joe's Team won Mighty Power Rangers had to suffer through
All softball gameswill be played on in a single-elimination tournament to deter
15-5, 15-9.
a doubleheader. Their first opponent was the Sundays with competition being divided into mine a champion of each league.
The next match was between Strik PHInatics. This is an interesting name for A (competitive)and B (recreational) leagues.
Matches willbe played on Monday,
ers and 4 XXL's. The Strikers did not get this trio as their leader, the loud mouth of all Teams will be playingwith 10 players on the Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 6-10
off to a good start at all. 4 XXL'splayed well, loud mouths, Alison Clem, and her squad, field and are limited to 16 on the roster. The p.m. The entry fee is only $4 per person, so
but not their best. However, in the end, it was bumped and bruised their way to a convinc entry fee of $25 per team is also due tonight. sign-up tonight and join in on the fun.
good enough for a 15-3,15-11 victory for the ing 15-6, 15-1 victory.
So finish organizing your team now and
top ranked team.
In their next match, the Mighty sign-up to play men's softball.
The last men's match of the week Power Rangers looked run down and ex
was between Yesand Disorderon the Court. hausted (out of shape) as Taps played postup
Yes put up a good fight, but they simply did with each of their players. The final outcome
not havethe height necessary to defend against favored Taps 15-8, 15-8.
their taller opponents. Disorder on the
Court piled up some nice stats, led by Mike
Battin's five kills and two aces. Disorder on
the Court won 15-7, 15-10.
Entries for 5x5 Basket
In the women's league, itwas Whoa
ball and Co-rec Football are due March 2.
vs. Cactus and Coconuts. Whoa did not live
up to their name as they had trouble generat Play will begin after Spring Break.
ing anything. Cactus and Coconuts, on the
other hand, were generating quite a lot of
stats. They were led by Nanea McGuigan
Fraternity standings:
who had four kills and seven aces and Shawna
Kiser who tallied six kills and four aces. Phi Kapps looking good
Cactus and Coconutseasily won 15-3,15-7.
The last match was between Ohh
30 pts.
Sakiandthe Free Agents. TheFreeAgents Phi Kappa Theta
10
Delta
Tau
Delta
did well for a team that had never played
10
Sigma
Chi
together before. Ohh Saki, despite starting
out rusty wasjust a little too good. Once they Sigma Pi
0
got their act together, they had little problem
winning the match, 15-10, 15-10.

Softball entries
due tonight

Tennis for
everyone

IM NOTE:

Staff meetings every Tuesday
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Rugby downs Claremont 8-6
USD Bulls remain undefeated this semester
Jeff Charles
Sports Editor

USD remained undefeated in league after
beating Claremont 8-6. USD is now 3-0 in
league play and is tied with UC Irvine for first
place. After coasting through its first two
league games, USD was finally challenged
by a team with a bigger pack and an experi
enced flyhalf.
USD started the game with intensity and
hustle to the ball, scoring a penalty kick in the
opening minutes. Although USD was not
winning many of the scrums, the forwards
were able to dominate loose play and win a
reasonable amount of ball. With a 3-0 lead
in the first half, USD was able to spin the ball
across field to Lucas "zip-code" Haan. Haan
motored 40 yards for the try and placed the
ball between the posts. Scott Leeshanked the
conversion, leaving the score 8-0.
Claremont quickly began to use their kick
ing game to slow up USD's high-powered
offense. With an experienced flyhalf,
Claremont was able to place kicks deep into
USD's own territory. This caused USD to
play most of the game behind their own 22meter line.
Claremont made a penalty kick late
in the first half, leaving the score 8-3 at
halftime.
The second half started out much like the
first half ended. Claremont continued to kick
on nearly every possesion, forcing USD to
counter with kicks of their own. Another
Claremont penalty kick made the score 8-6.
USD's back-line defense, however, was im
penetrable. Claremont was denied any time
they chose to spin the ball.
With time running out Claremont
had a chance to win the game with a penalty
kick from 25 yards away. Fortunately, the
kick was wide to the left and USD went on to
win its third consecutive league game while
Cliff Miller went home to wash jerseys.
Claremont turned out to be a very good
side", said Coach Steve Hernandez. "The
game showed us that we need to handle the
ball alot better. We dropped a number of
balls."
Much of USD's success can be attributed
to the coaching of Jimmy Parker. Jimmy has
coached the backs for the last three years and
his "sister" Dwayne Parker has coached the
forwards for the past four. "We need to get a
lot of ball from the forwards and run the ball
in order to be successful," said Jimmy. "We
must get the points when they are available
and make our own luck with opportunity and
anticipation."
The USD Bulls walked on the field with
something to prove against Claremont as
well. The Bulls are undefeated this semester
and are loaded with talent. Brad Rossin
opened the game up with a try, showing
Coach Vetter why he should be playing first
side.
USD was able to dominate play by
getting to the ball first and overpowering

Lucas Haan supports Cliff Miller (with ball) for one of USD's many trys this semester.
Claremont's pack.
Rossin was able to win virtually every lineout, giving USD plenty of opportunities to
run with the ball.
Claremont was able to get three points off
a penalty kick, but that was it for their scor
ing. The Bulls, on the other hand, were just
getting started. Pat "theshab" Ioele rumbled,
bumbled and stumbled in from 10 meters out
and scored a try. For those keeping track,
"the shab" has now scored twice this semes
ter. Brad Schuler kicked the conversion, leav
ing the score 12-3 at half.
Martin Small, the elder gentelman on
USD's team, scored the final try of the day,
making the score 17-3 after the missed con
version. The Bulls walked away with their
heads up as they continued to stomp through
the Collegiate division.
This Saturday USD will play in the 26th
Annual OMB AC Tournament. The first game
starts at 7 a.m. at Robb Field in Ocean Beach.
Games will be played all day Saturday and all
day Sunday. Food and beverages (of all
kinds) will be available.

Toreros Looking For
WCC Tourney Berth
Jeff Charles
Sports Editor

The USD women's basketball team (1011, 5-4 WCC) will play its last home games
of the 1993-94 season by hosting LMU to
night and Pepperdine on Saturday, Feb. 19.
Despite suffering a pair of losses in the Bay
Area last weekend to St. Mary's and Santa
Clara, USD still occupies the final WCC
Postseason Tournament spot with its fourthplace standing in the WCC.
The Toreros dropped a 49-68 decision to
St. Mary's on Feb. 11, shooting a season-low

25.6 percent from the floor. USD finished th
northern California trip with a 50-79 loss t
Santa Clara, Feb. 12. Sophomore guard Laur
King scored a career-high 17 points agains
the Broncos.
Freshman Lorraine Watson is 39 point
away from breaking USD's freshman scor
ing record, held by Chris Enger (268, 1989
90). Watson continues to lead all WCC
players in field goal percentage with 57.6anc
is the Toreros' second leading scorer (11..'
ppg) and rebounder (6.6 rpg).
Tonight's game begins at 7:05 p.m. in the
Sports Center. USD defeated LMU 72-71
earlier this season and holds a 11-6 WCC
series advantage.
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Pizza Hut
Athletes
of the
week

Joe Temple

Julie McKeon
Julie McKeon defeated the #5
ranked Women's Tennis
player in the nation 6-2, 6-4.

Joe Temple led the Toreros
with 25 points against Santa
Clara and became WCC Player
of the Week.

Honorable Mention
Larry Williams (baseball), Lorraine Watson (Basketball),
Lucas Haan (Rugby), Steve Brown (Golf).

Las Vegas? Been there. Done that.
San Felipe? Been there. Done that.
Lake Havasu? Been there. Done that.
Zion, Arches, Canyonlands
and Grand Canyon?

NEVER

Done That!
SIGN UP TODAY!
Spots fire
Filling Quickly!

UTDOOK
OVLNTURES

Spring Break

South
Western
Stule
wails
ok
.1

portatlon,
h® PI,

.

'from.* commercial wM&n

Other Spring Rreik Trios!

Canyonlands Backpack - Eight days of backpacking through scenic
Canyonlands National Park
Paddling in Paradise -- Spend your break kayaking in the Sea of Cortez

Results
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA; do
Sports Editor;5998Alcala Park;
San Diego, CA 92110-2492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
of the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny servicing of
press releases.

Women's Tennis Begins 3Game Homestand
The USD women's tennis
team, with a record of 1-2,
has a three-game home
stand that began yesterday.
They play Oklahoma St. on
Feb. 20 and USC on Feb.
23. Last week, USD
dropped both of its matches
in the Bay Area to Stanford
and Cal Berkeley after
opening the season with a
victory over UC San Diego.
Although the Toreros lost
last weekend, Julie
McKeon, ranked 55th in the
ITA Singles, upset Cal's
Jennifer Poulous, 6-2, 6-4 at
the no. 1 position. Poulous
is currently ranked fifth in
the nation.

Cycling Club Meeting
The USD cycling club is
having a Spring orientation
meeting on Monday, Feb.21
in UC 104 at 7 p.m. All
those interested show up.

USD SWIMMING
The USD women's
swimming and diving team
concludes its 1993-94
campaign at the Pacific
Collegiate Swimming
Conference Championships
to be held in Buchanan
Nautitorium at UNLV this
Thursday through Saturday,
Feb. 17-19. Teams compet
ing include UC San Diego,
Pepperdine, LMU, CSUN,
Northern Arizona, UC
Davis, UC Santa Cruz, San
Francisco State, Alaska and
Air Force.

Jeff's Top 20
Mens Basketball
1. Arkansas
2. UConn
3. North Carolina
4. Kansas
5. UCLA
6. Louisville
7. Duke
8. Purdue
9. Temple
10. Michigan

11. Kentucky

12. UMass
13. Missouri
14. Indiana
15. Arizona
16. St. Louis
17. Syracuse
18. California
19. Florida
20. Georgetown
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Toreros avenge road losses
Men's basketball defeats Santa Clara and St. Mary's at home.
Mike Tanghe
Staff Writer

The USD men's basketball team
struck back at home thispast week,
defeating West Coast Conference
foes St. Mary's and Santa Clara by
scores of 79-72 and 72-70, respec
tively. The wins were especially
sweet for theToreros, because they
had just lost tough road games to
these two teams the week before.
The Toreros evened up their WCC
record at 5-5 and upped their home
record to an impressive 9-1. With
four conference games left, the
Toreros hope to improve their thirdplace standing where they are tied
with Santa Clara and Portland.
They play on the road this week,
but not out of range of faithful
Torero boosters, as they face
Loyola Maiymounton Friday night
at 7 and take on Pepperdine on
Saturday at 5. The Pepperdine
game will be telecast live on Prime
Ticket

The St. Mary's game featured a
relentlessUSD attack,with balanced
scoring and aUSD team that led the
entire second half, with St Mary's
never getting any closer than five
points. Five USD players scored
over 10 points, with senior center
Brooks Barnhard leading the way
with 18. SeniorforwardJoeTemple
had 15 points and freshman for
ward Brian Bruso showed why his
high school nickname was
"Bruiser," winning the referee's
attention while being whistled for
four fouls in five minutes.
On Saturday the Toreros had their
highest home attendance of theyear,
and no one left dissappointed, ex
cept the Broncos and their fans, as
USD triumphed in their 72-70 vic
tory. Joe Temple put on an impres
sive offensive show, hitting eightof
10 shots from the floor, including
five of six from behind the threepoint line. He finished with 25
points and earned WCC Player of
the Week honors, the first USD
player to achieve that this season.
Sophomore forward Sean Flannery
also continued his solid play, net

ting 13 points, and Bruso
left the boxing gloves in
his room and came out
shooting — baskets, that is
—scoring 10 points for the
Torero effort.
As seems to be the case
every time USD and SCU
play each other, the game
came down to the final shot.
USD led after the first half,
38-36, but SCU took con
trol in the second half and
opened up toas much as an
eight-point lead. Enter Joe
Temple into the game.
Temple, USP's leading
scorer in league games de
spite not having made a
WCC start, took control.
Temple's 17 second-half
points helped them outlast
the Broncos, and this time
it wasSCU's final shot that
missed to end the game, a
reversal from the two
teams' previous contest.
USD now looks to pick
up a couple of wins on the
road, and they have a great
chance when they go
againstLoyolaMarymount
and Pepperdine. If you
can't make it north for the
games look for the Toreros
on Prime Ticket Saturday
evening at 5 and keep your
calendars open for their
last three home games: Feb.
24 and 26, and March 1.

Joe Temple (23) grabs a rebound against an op
posing player from Santa Clara.

Getting off to good start
USD Baseball beats UCLA to up record to 5-1
Matt Simons
Staff Writer

Brooks Barnhard (50) hits a three-pointer
verses Santa Clara.

The USD baseball team finished
off its second week of the season by
beating Pt. Loma Nazerene,6-3,
and UCLA, 9-5, to improve its
record to (5-1).
The Toreros hosted crosstown
rival Pt. Loma Nazerene on Tues
day and picked up their fourth vic
tory of the year. Freshman Jeb
Daugherty and sophomore Jay Parks
each had two hits in the victory.
Larry Williams, Eric Morton and
Steve Ashton drove in the runs,
getting two RBI's a piece.
USD's pitching continued to be
strong. Senior Chris Collins picked
up his first victory of the season.

Starter Mike Freehill , a senior,
lasted five innings, giving up one
hit, three runs and getting a no deci
sion.
USD faced UCLA on a beautiful
Saturday afternoon at Cunningham
Stadium. The stands were full and
the scouts were out, ready to see an
exciting game. The Toreros shined
and upset the Bruins. The Toreros
won both of their games against
UCLA last season.
Once again the Torero's offense
proved to be a dominant force. Wil
liams led the way, going 3-4 with a
homerun, two doubles and six RB Is.
Also contributing to the offensive
charge was junior outfielder Brady
Clark, who went 3-3 and senior
Charlie Setzler, who had four hits.
Mike Saipe (3-0), a junior, picked
up his third victory. "Mike is 3-0

and he'll only get better." , said
catcher Jake Salaina. Saipe
pitched a strong six innings be
fore Travis Burgus came in relief
to stop a Bruin charge.
The toreros are playing excel
lent baseball through the first
two weeks." We have a lot of
personality, talent and desire on
our team. If we play to our poten
tial, we will win a lot of games."
says junior David Romero.
The Toreros are headed into a
very busy week, playing six
games in seven days. USD
played UC Irvine on Tuesday
and travel to Pt. Loma today.
They host Air Force Academy
for a three-game series on Satur
day and Sunday finally Usd will
host Washington on Monday,
Feb.21.
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IFC / PANHELLENIC
Rush has been the buzzword throughout
the Greek system for the past three weeks.
For those foreign to the Greek system, rush is
a process of mutual selection by active and
prospective members. Although rush pro
grams differ between the fraternities and so
rorities, both consist of informational and
social gatherings thatrushees attend in hopes
of joining the house of their liking.
Panhellenic sorority rush ended Tuesday,
Jan. 25 as bids were delivered to excited new
members. "This was the most successful
rush USD has seen in three years," said Eve
Fromberg, Panhellenic president. There were
118 women who went through formal rush
with 98 women accepting bids. Fromberg
also stated, "the rush numbers were up from
last year and each sorority took larger pledge
classes. Kim Padulo, the Associate Director
of Student Organizations, also felt that rush
was an enormous success. "The outstanding
cooperation among the sororities contributed
to the success of rush. We appreciate the
assistance of the UC operations staff and the
USD catering staff."
Formal Panhellenic rush might be over,
but the Zeta Tau Alpha recolonization cam
paign has kicked off and is currendy under
way. Panhellenic Rush ChairSandi Herold is
very enthusiastic about ZTA's program. "We,
as Panhellenic, hope thatZTA recolonization
is as successful as formal rush was,"she said.
Once the recolonization campaign of ZTA
wraps up, it will be time for Panhellenic
elections. For those Greek women interested

LI F E
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Fiona Chaney
Staff Writer
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in running for positions check with your
chapter presidents and Panhellenic delegates
for applications. Applications are due in the
Panhellenic office by Feb. 22. Elections will
be held on March 1.
The Inter-Fraternity Council sponsors the
men's rush program even though its pro
ceedings are left up to the individual chap
ters. "Fraternity rush is more suited to a
related environment," said Matt Hill, one of
the IFC Rush co-chairmen. Both Hill and
T.J. Burke are chairing this Spring's frater
nity rush program. Rather than mandating
events, IFC "leaves it up to the chapters to
round up who they are interested in," quoted
Hill. Approximately 100 men are participat
ing in fraternity rush, which closed Friday,
Feb. 11 at 5 p.m.
Inter - Fraternity Council elections will
be held on Feb. 22 and there are three posi
tions to be filled. Applications are available
through chapter presidents or Kim Padulo in
the Student Organizations office. Applica
tions are due by the day of elections.
Once all the Greek chapters have their new
members established, a mandatory confer
ence will be held. This session is scheduled
for Feb. 27 and serves to educate new mem
bers to Greek life. Topics to be focused on
will include hazing, sexual harrassment and
alcohol abuse. Active members from each
chapter will be present to facilitate smaller
discussion groups. The conference will pro
vide a forum for Greek education as well as
give the new members a chance to get to
know the men and women of the other chap
ters.

Earlier this year I became a member of
an AS committee known as the Pride Com
mittee. The objective of this committee
was to look for ways to instill tradition and
pride intoour relatively young University.
One idea became a hot topic in the last
student Senate of the
first semester on Dec.
2.

The idea that was
debated was whether
or not we should en
case our school seal
in Maher Hall with
blue and white ropes.
The thinking of the
committee was that
the blue and white
ropes would enhance
the beauty of ourseal.
Also proposed was
that along with the
ropes, a sign would
be erected explaining
the significance of our seal.
However, this idea was met with sizable
criticism among several members of Sen
ate. The arguments of these members
were that encasing theseal did not enhance
it, but rather send a negative message to
the student body. The members felt that
rather than presenting and enhancing the
seal, the ropes would give fellow students
a feeling that they were not trusted to
respect the seal, and were being kept away
by the ropes. This opposition led the

senate to put the proposal on the back
burner, and adopt a new philosophy toward
our seal.
The new philosophy is the impetus of
this article. This article is a message to the
entire USD community, not just students.
Be aware of our seal. Take pride in the seal.
Talk it up among
your friends and col
leagues. Fellow USD
community members
(especially freshman
guys), go that extra
two feet to walk
around our seal; be
proud of USD. Edu
cate yourself about
our seal so when
friends, visitors and
parents are on cam
pus, you can explain
the different parts of
the seal. To aid you
in this effort, AS will
have flyers explaining the seal in the AS
Executive office in the UC.
Our seal is as fine a representation of
who we are as a community as any major
university in this country can offer. As a
new semester begins here at USD it is time
for us to band together as a community and
capitalize on this opportunity to create
pride and tradition within our youthful
campus. So educate yourselves, talk it up
and most of all, be proud of what we have
here at USD!
„ ,
Paul Purcell

Freshman Class Senator

ICC CASINO NIGHT
RAISED OVER $2,000

ALL WAS DONATED TO SMILE
Special Thanks to the Casino Workers

Jeff Larson
Kenton Haleem
Nicole Messineo
Naomi Hazelton
Elizabeth Schweizer
Nanea McGulgan
Jason Kelly
Mildred Medina
Chad Wetmore
Keith Antigiovanni

Firestone
Sharper Image
Day & Night Formal Wear
Perfumary

Paul Purcell
CC Piatt
Todd Schoonderwoerd
Ali Troy
Dan Sengeberger
Thomas Vertetis
Alex Perry
Kristen Skow
Nicole Alexander
Kourtney Scanlon

Liz Fraim
Rusty Dehorn
Eric Ludwig
Molly McGlennen
Jake Slania
Joy Dseutch
Delia Finnie
Aaron Williams
Nicole Reinke
Suzie Tweedy

And to our Sponsors
Weisfield's
Burger King
USD Dining
Subway

President Hughs
Teo Leo's
Discover Card
Electronic International

Michael Viola
Chris Hutchison
Erika Bylund
Laura's mom
Shawn McEachern
Jonathone Stone
Steve Gervais
Brad Kum
Malcom Khoo

Local Motion DJ
Java Cup
Neiman Markus
Paradise Yogurt
Phi Alpha Deltt

Congratulations to GAMMA PHI BETA for being the
#lContrihiitor?
Thank you for all your hard work and participation!
Jennifer McCann
Secretary of Student Organizations
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Closet rock stars
Joey Santos
Music Editor

Dance music is really hard to appreciate, especially
if you're not dancing to it. How many times have you
rushed straight to Tower Records after hearing a really
cool song in a club, then been disappointed when the

One Dove
Tuesday, February 22
SDSU Back Door
8:00 p.m.
$13.50 General Admission

a five song EP. But I have a feeling the A&R guys at
Formula records really wanted to market One Dove as
a dance music Messiah, hence the selfserving release.
It is quite hard to believe One Dove
will be performing live this coming
Tuesday at the Back Door at SDSU.
That's right, live. I suppose the Back
Door will be outfitted with smoke ma
chines and mirrored balls to disguise
the lack of real musical ability. No
doubt keyboardist lan Carmichacl and
clcctronicsguyJimMcKinvcn will have
a DJ-typc setup with enough bass to
numb your senses, while singer Dot
Allison will be vaulting vocally like an
amateur gymnast.
There is a place for dance tripe in
popular music. But I've always felt
- music you hear on Q106 and other Top*
40 stations was tailored to last only
3 temporarily. The music is a "product"
and not meant to have any grand mean|ing or consequence. This not necessar
ily bad, but in a music world that is
currently booming with talented musi
CD you spent your hard-earned money on was filled cians whoactually play real instruments,serious atten
with overdubbed mixes of five or six songs? Once the tion cannot be paid to one-hit wonders. Whatever
club's clouds of smoke and mirrored balls are gone, happened to Right Said Fred and that "I'm Too Sexy"
there is only music. If the pop artists that populate the song? I rest my case.
dance market expect to gain respect, they have to
Granted, as far as I can see, One Dove is really trying
transcend the typical dub-house-mix fare and concen to make deeply intellectual music - but it's in amarket
trate on making good music.
where there is no room for intelligence. Clubgoers
If you've read any of the press about Scotland's One want to dance, not philosophize. One Dove isalso too
Dove, you'd think that the trio has found a way to caught up in the wholedub-mix thing to be considered
escape the rut most dance music falls into. Their debut real musicians. Hence, the musical problem.
album, Morning Dove White , received rave reviews
I think One Dove should invest some money in a
from Melody Maker, England's equivalent to Rolling drum kit and bass guitar. If they continue down the
Stone. No European import has garnered so much good dreaded dance- music path, they will undoubtedly end
press since early last year when the almighty Suede up like a second-rate Depeche Mode. Even Dave
made little English critics swoon. But these neo-glam Gahan realized that computerized blips and percus
pinup boys lived up to expectations by deliveringsmart sion was wearing thin after several years - take a listen
and sassy rock. What One Dove delivers is far from
to "Personal Jesus" and "I Feel You." Depeche Mode
smart and sassy, and definitely isn't rock.
has been a closet rock groupfor a long time. I think One
Morning Dove White is plagued with needless Dove should come out of the closet before they are
mixes, and probably would have been moreeffective as forever lost in dance-hall obscurity.

i

Tips from a graduating senior
Christine E. Naugle
College Life Editor

If you can hum the theme song of St.Elmos Fire
while you are reading this then you will be able to tap
into my wavelength of sentimentality. Yes, I am get
ting nervous about graduating, but before I break down
into the senior crisis chant of "what I am going to do
with the rest of my life?" I want to provide my fellow
students with a few realistic tips for college life.
1. Pick all classes by teachers. Teachers will make or
break your enthusiasm for studying for a class which in
turn will greatly affect your grades.
2. Talk to the teachers during their office hours. They
like to see that you are interested in the class, and
sometimes they can help with other parts of your career
as a student. One of my teachers, for example, just sat
down with me and went through every sentence of my
personal statement for law schools.
3. Do not be afraid to switch your major, counselor,
or class. Drop classes you are doing poorly in and take
anything you think you might not get an A or a B in
Pass/Fail.
4. If you plan on studying (I mean really reading and
getting stuff done) do not go to the upstairs of the
library. Avoid all social interaction and head down

stairs into the stacks. One senior told me that he views
college like a 9-5 job. He spends all day in the library
until 5:00 then he has the nights to do what he wants.
Alot of us do not have that kind of attention span
therefore I suggest setting aside specific times and
getting into a routine.
5. Unfortunately the crucial concept of time man
agement did not strike me until senior year. I did not
buy an organizer until every little note and other
important papers, reumes, etc... were getting ruined
and wrinkled in my car. Make to-do lists!
6. Enjoy the college atmosphere. Senior, Bryan
Dobson reflects, "don't take things too seriously,
exploit the moment."
7. Expand your group of friends by getting involved
in different parts of extracurricular activities. A job,
organization, or sport gives you a sense of belonging,
diversity, and support.
8. Go abroad! It was the best thing I have ever done
in my life. It changes absolutely everything, including
how you feel about yourself.
9. Take care of yourself! College, unfortunately, is
a time in one's life that health is not a main priority.
"Beware of the cafe" claims one anonymous senior.
10. Relax more! Watch the sunsets and enjoy San
Diego. We tend to be creatures of habit, always going
to the same restaurants or bars. Explore! Take pictures
and keep a journal.

If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA; do
Outlook Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
on the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny publication of
press releases.

TODAY
Black Smith Union w/
April's Motel Room (Morphine Sue and Bungee
Chords opening), Dream
Street, 8:30 p.m., Tickets $6;
Call 278-TIXS
Inti-IIIimani Chilean musi
cians perform Latin Ameri
can folk music at UCSD,
Mand.Aud.,8p.m.,Tickets St
$12,G.A.$16, Call 543-6467
Tailgate for the Women's
Basketball game,Sports Cen
ter, 6:30 p.m., free food; Call
260-4517
Career Services "Getting a
Job Workshops" Serra Hall
311, 12:15, free, see what's
in store for your furure!!
"Instrumental Music of the
French Baroque," featuring
Australian bassoonist Jan
Stockigt, French Parlor in
Founders hall, 12 noon, Call
x2280

FRIDAY
No Doubt w/ Sublime and
Bump, World Beat Center,
8:00 p.m„ Tickets $10; Call
278-TIXS
Scenes from an Execution,
UCSD Mandell Weiss The
atre, 7 p.m., Tickets $6-$12;
Call 534-4574

ety of wi ntering bi rds includ ing several species of loons
and herons. 8:00 a.m.- noon;
Free; Call 280-7710
World Class Jazz by the
world reknowned Cedar
Walton Trio "Walton gives
the piano an aerobic work
out, making it sing and
swing."EscondidoCity Hall,
8 p.m..Tickets$18; Call 7384138
Special Olympics to be held
at USD's Sport's Center,
there can never be too many
volunteer's; Call 260-4517 !
Scenes from an Execution,
UCSD Mandell Weiss The- i
atrc, 8 p.m. (Matinee 2 p.m.),
Tickets $6-$12; Call 5344574

SUNDAY
"Hero's and Heroines" art
exhibit. Learn about brav
ery, courage and leadership
in the museum's artworks.
Think about a person you
admire and create a collage
\n their honor. Sand Diego
Museum of Art, 1:00-4:00
p.m., Tickets $2; Call 2327931 (x181)
Special Olympics to be held
at USD's Sport's Center,
there can never be too many
volunteer's; Call 260-4517
Scenes from an Execution,
UCSD Mandell Weiss The
atre, 7 p.m., Tickets $6-$l 2;
Call 534-4574
Purple Rain starring Prince,
Listen what it sounds like
when the doves cry. UC Fo
rum AB, 8:30 p.m.

TUESDAY
FC A Christian Fellowship,
UC 104 AB, 7:30 p.m.
One Dove, SDSU Back
Door, 8 p.m.,all ages,$13.50
general admission.

SATURDAY
Dead Milkmenw/ Possum
Dixon and Unwritten Law,
World Beat Center, 8:00p.m.,
Tickets $10; Call 278-TIXS
Sam I Am w/ Creedle,
Casbah, 8:30p.m..Tickets $7;
Call 278-TIXS
Bird Watching San Diego
Audubon Society is taking a
Field trip to the San Diego
South Bay. Come see a vari

WEDNESDAY
Christopher Parkening
Classical guitarist performs
at UCSD, Mand. Aud., 8
p.m., Tickets St. $14, G.A.
$20; Call 534-6467
Purple Rain starring Prince,
Listen what it sounds like
when the doves cry. UC Fo
rum AB, 8:30 p.m.
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riedy and tragedy

Kristen Hersh
Hips and Makers
Sire/Reprise

"Arms
Man"
and andthe
"Weird Romance"
represent opposite sides of the theatrical coin
at Old Town Theatre and the Old Globe
Jay Treat & Sasha Peek
Staff Writers
Imagine what horrifyingly banal
offspring would occur with the un
natural mating of "The Rocky Hor
ror Picture Show" and "My Fair
Lady." If this conception can be
conceived, you can begin to under
stand why you may want to forgo
"Weird Romance," which plays at
The Theatre in Old Town through
April 2. Each of the two acts of the
musical (which was about as musi
cal as a blind monkey banging on a
discarded kettle), were written by
Alan Brennert, who has written for
such television series as "China

Beach," "L.A. Law" and "The TwilightZone." "Weird Romance" con
sists of two futuristic tales of the
impact of technology on various
dim relationships. However, the
transition from television to musi
cal reveals an extremely bumpy ride
at best. No bright spots exist in this
entire production, except the door
with "exit" written above it.
The first act, called "The Girl
Who Was Plugged In" (set in the
year 2061), tells the sickeningly
predictable tale about a large corpo
ration called GTX which takes ad
vantage of a homeless woman
(called Philadelphia Burke) to fos
ter a celebrity endorsement cam

paign. The CEO of the corporation,
who is basically Snidely Whiplash
with nice clothes (complete with
long facial hair), will go to any
lengths to garner celebrity endorse
ments as the government has out
lawed advertising. GTX "grows"
their own celebrity (Delphi), a
"simulacrum," using new gene
splicing technology. But Delphi
needsamind; that's where the home
less woman comes in ~ for she has
a low enough self- esteem to make
the mind transfer to the simulacrum,
thereby controlling it. Thus, the
desires of the homeless woman are
cast aside, but she becomes an in
stant celebrity, providing she main
tain the mind link with
the simulacrum. The plot
unfolds and two men fall
in love with the two dif
ferent incarnationsof the
homeless womanand the
CEO of GTX will not al
low this to happen.
The entire cast plays
out nothing more than a
simple minded morality
play with "synthesized"
problems. All characters
have zero depth, either
pure and good or greedy
and evil. No one stops to
question what it truly
means to be homeless.
The newgenetic technol
ogy is entirely taken for
granted. Any number of
issues relating to techno
logical implications for
society and governmen
tal control over corpora
tions conveniently disap
pear as a thin plot. A
thumping, synthesized
beat and depressi ngly va
pid lyrics shower the au
dience with a thick sac
charine ooze. Even the
stage literally teeters and
creaks in defiance of this
fiasco, for which the di
rector, Paula Kalustian,
must take responsibility.
And the costumes! Re
plete with silver lipstick
g and silver hair! Science
| fiction must have some
- basis in reality to be ef| fective, even for a musi
cs cal - "Weird Romance"
| has nothing to offer its

Cast members rf'The Girl Who Was Plugged In" (clockwise):
Steve Anthony. David Huffman. Tom Hafner and Rachel Lvnn
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Joey Santos
Sergius Saranoff (Maurice Mendoza), a
viewer. An eight year old would
Music Editor
cocky young soldier who is the pride and
be tugging your shirt sleeve by
joy of the military.
the middle of the first number,
Enter Captain Bluntschili (John David
not to go to the toilet, but to tell
The
greatest
problem
facing
any
di
Lentz),
a professional soldier from Swit
you that this musical should be in
rector
taking
on
George
Bernard
Shaw
i
s
zerland
hired to fight for Serbia. After a
the toilet. Huge plot confusion
making
sure
Shaw's
brilliance
doesn't
calvary
attack
led by the heroic Saranoff
assists this musical on its spiralovershadow
his
or
her
own.
This
can
on
the
Serbs,
Bluntschili
is forced to seek
ing journey into the abyss, as we
become
quite
a
task,
a
near-impossibility
refuge
in
Raina's
bedroom.
Raina hides
first learn that the homeless
Schelter)
even, since Shaw is more of a writer's
Bluntschili from the Bulgarian army and
woman can either be in her mind
playwright than a director's.
sends him on his way the morning after.
orinthesimulacrum'smind. How
then do they have a duet
Elena Hartwell
Special
to VISTA
later on in the act? Wow,
bon for their tremendous work.
did adults truly put this
But the real star of this production is
Theater is not dead! Just when you
together? Sane adults?
Keene Curtis. His warmth and experi
thought it was safe to got to the theater,
The second act, "Her
ence is reflected in every aspect of the
Actors Alliance puts you on the cuting
Pilgrim Soul," portrays
play. He made sure no nuance was lost
edge of art.
in the actor's delivery of dialogue and
the life of a scientist who
The 1994 Actors Festival, running
truly made Shaw's play come to life.
spends all his time in a
through February 27, presents 24 differ
holographic lab at the ex
"Arms and the Man" is a first-rate
ent plays, many of which were written
pense of his marriage. A
production, but one has to keep in
specifically for the festival itself. From
holographic anomaly, a
mind these are still amateur perform
the MTV-esque "X" to the gender-bend
woman named Nola
ers. There are a few rough edges around
ing, role-questioning, "If Men Traded
Granville, appears unex
the cast, edges that will be smoothed
Recipes," the festival has a little some
pectedly in his lab and
over with time and experience. Dia
thing for everyone.
counsels him on his love
logue was rushed in certain points, and
USD's own Marilyn Bennett, head of
life. Same saccharine
some of the cast often overacted. But
the Theatre Arts department, is present
ooze, different story. Al
that's to be expected from a college
ing "Dava," an original piece she cothough the costumes are
production, as well as a Shaw farce.
wrote with her husband Peter Pendras.
much more believable (it's
These minute complications are eas
And the list plays on- a little drama, a
set in the "near future"),
ily overlooked."Arms and the Man" is
few tears and a lot of laughs. This year's
the musical numbers do
adelightand well worth seeing. Shaw's
festival promises to entertain you, en
nothing for the story. In
work iseternal. The questions he raised
lighten you and perhaps even educate
one scene, in the middle
about life, love and aristocracy are just
you. Theaction takesplace at St Cecilia's
of an argument between
as pertinent today as when he first
at 1620 Sixth Avenue. Performances are
the scientist and his wife,
wrote the romantic comedy. Curtis and
at 7 p.m., with matinees at 2 p.m. on the
they break out into song!
the Old Globesucceed in bringing those
26th and 27th.
When you suspect your
Mendoza, Leo Stewart and Dhynna Burtnett
questions back to light in a wonder
For more information and reservations,
lover of cheating on you,
fully humorous way.
call 299-6475. A schedule of shows is
But Keene Curtis seems to have found
The farce begins after the war is over and
do you sing about it and then
posted on the callboard next to Shiley
a solution to this dilemma. His direction
proceed to fold his clothes during
Bluntschili returns to the Petkoff's home
Theatre. Student ticket prices are $7 or
of the Old Globe Theater production of
his solo soliloquy? Perhaps some
to seek the hand of Raina.
$28 for a festival pass.
"Arms and the Man" is sharp, witty and
John Lentz does an outstand
things are simply not musical ma
superbly acted.
terial.
ing job as Captain Bluntschili.
It's hard to believe Curtis, best re
Lentz has the challenge of play
The only way this insult called
membered for his roleas John Allen Hill
"Weird Romance" would be en
ing the only "straight man" in a
on "Cheers," is a first-timedirector. Curtis
joyable is if the audience could
cast of robustcharacters. Heacts
manages to find a happy medium be
berate it during the performance with an ease that is uncommon
tween his own interpretation of Shaw's
- then at least the audience could
in amateur theater. Lentz truly
comedy and the actual text. Curtis accen
take an eye for an eye, a la "The
stole the show with his natural
tuates Shaw's wonderful use of irony by
Rocky Horror Picture Show." But
acting ability.
employing calculated timing, farcical re
The rest of the cast also does a
being socialized in a basically
actions and a bit of melodrama from his
fine job. Leo Stewart is a mag
Christian environment we learn
able group of actors and actresses.
that this sort of behavior is inap
nificent character actor, defin
The play is a romantic comedy set in
propriate. Let's challenge tradi
ing the pompous and boisterous
Bulgaria during a war with Serbia. It isa
tion just this once.
Major Petkoff. Dhynna Burtnett
classic comedy of errors, relying heavily
preens and pouts fabulously,
on dramatic irony to propel the satirical
while Jennifer Schelter turns out
plot along.
a very composed and calculated
The Petkoffs are the most affluent and
performance.
aristocratic family in Bulgaria. Paul
The set design was truly au
Petkoff (Leo Stewart) is a major in the
thentic. The candles, the furni
army, while his wife Catherine Petkoff
ture and the decor truly emu
(Jennifer Schelter) is a proud and com
lated a home in the nineteenth
manding woman. Their daughter Raina
century. Credit must be given to
(Dhynna Burtnett) is engaged to Major
Elena Hartwell and Michael Gib- i»ve tfTirrrn i^^Iylcffromleft to right): John Lentz, Maurice Mendoza and
f

Usually when I review a new CD I listen to
it several times before I start to write about it.
Some of my favorite CDs annoyed me when I
was first exposed to them, so I think it's only
fair to the artist to become familiar with the
music before passing any judgment. Unfortu
nately, this was not the case with Kristin
Hersh's new release, Hips and Makers. After
the first time through there was no way I could
have listened to this CD again without first
calling my therapist.
Calling Hips and Makers depressing would
be an understatement. If the material on this
CD is any reflection of the artist's true emo
tions, then I feel pity for her. Hersh makes
Morrissey look like Julie Andrews. Under the
guiseof acoustic folk music, Hersh sings songs
about abandonment, loneliness, confusion,
alienation and betrayal. The lyrics of the 15
tracks on this CD are unpoetic and unenjoyable. For instance, from a song titled "Teeth,"

1994 Actor's Festival

Dhynna Burtnett

KRISTEN

1ERSH

Hersh offers the listener this: " You brought
this you dipshit/Nothing ever spoiled on me/
That cloud stomps around my house does
whatever it pleases/It teases me/What the hell?/
Never was a baritone." Unlike other female
artists, such as Melissa Etheridge or the Indigo
Girls, Hersh'semotional lyrics have no punch
to them. They aren't smart or ironic, they're
just pathetic.
Without powerful lyrics, Hersh unfortu
nately has little else to offer. Her hollow voice
is so full of pain that it made me cringe. Her
guitar playing is sufficient, but repetitious.
The music sounds thesame on every track, just
with different lyrics. The borderline suicidal
lyrics, shaky voice and material that lacks
variety all combine to make a very disappoint
ing and unpleasantCD. I recommend that you
skip this CD and use the money to buy Hersh
a Pick-Me-Up Bouquet. Trust me, it will
make you both feel better.

- Matt Heinze

February 17, 1994
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F • Outlook
"The Virgin started from her
seat, & with a shriek
Fled back unhindered till she
came to the vales of Har."
William Blake wrote about the
Vales of Har in his poem, 'The
Book of Thel."
The Vales of Har is a haven for
beautiful spirits, a place where
one exists amongst all the riches
and spoils of perfectly naive na
ture and society. There is no pain,
there are no questions and there is
no one to hurt you. It's a very
special place for very special
people, and it is less foreign than
you know.
Since i've been at USD, i've
noticed my peers are quite differ
ent from myself. You see, i am
just a worthless liar, i am just an
imbecile. Worse yet, i am an art
ist- one who makes a hobby of
feeling and over-indulgent selfactualization. This causes some
distress to my communication
skills with the rest of the world, i
can't talk to people here and feel
like they understand or even care
to know who i am. my words drift
listlessly from my lips and fall
just short of half-open ears- the
half-open ears of the beautiful
people.
i had no idea Blake was right.
The Vales of Har exist, look
around you. Everyone here is a
beautiful spirit. They drive around
in fancy cars. They sipcappuccino
and drink herbal tea. They bathe
in Drakkar Noir, and get weekly
manicures. They speak in foreign
tongues-lighter, better, mas mejor
que yo. The beautiful people talk
of flying to Europe, buying new

Passion and fire

Vales of Har just to experience love and touches the soul of Rintrah.
clothes and love. The beautiful
Here's the story. Boy meets girl.
or
what it's like to be loved? Sex
people live in a world that is safe
Boy
losesgirl. Girl goeson with her
and
superficial
relationships
are
and fun. The beautiful people do
life,
boy
can't. Boy seizes a dream,
much
belter
and
so
much
simpler.
It
not busy themselves with feeling,
girl
seizes
the day. End of story.
is
much
easier
to
close
your
eyes
thoughtor emotion. CarpeDiem—
Actually,
it's only the beginning.
and
go
on
pretending
than
to
open
they seize the day ... or so they
Her
name
is Thel, and she's a
your
eyes
and
see
the
sunshine.
The
think.
beautiful
person.
She left the Vales
sun
will
always
be
there.
Let's
have
Then, there is me. Blake'sRintrah
of
Har
long
enough
to see the true
a
party
and
forget
about
everything
roaring in a desert - a desert of my
romantic
starving
in
the desert.
else.
Everybody
else
is
doing
it,
own making. In a world of fear and
She'sjustagirl,avery
prejudice, i have managed
special girl who listened
to find my salvation in po
foil see me everyday, but know not who i am. i live
to me long enough to
etry and thought. It is the
in shadows built by ignorance and fear, i am lowly,
care, i met her last se
road less traveled by and
i am nothing yet everything, i wander through the
mester and we had an
there are no companions,
almost perfect friend
halls trying to find
no one to understand. At
ship. For the first time
this stage in the game and
meaning in the
since i had entered USD,
at this place, more people
meaningless, i am an
someone showed an in
are interested in the Vales
anomaly and do not
terest in me-Thel didn' t
of Har than the road less
fit in.
care
where i came from
traveled.
or
what
i was, Thel only
But as fate would have
cared about me.
right?
it, i am here living, screaming
The natural course of events led
These are the realists. Seems like
amongst the beautiful people. Wait
me
to fall in love with Thel. Unfor
ing for someone to hear me, but no a contradiction, doesn't it? People
tunately,
i forgot something. No
who claim to be realists ignoring
one seems to listen. I guess that is
matter
how
m uch i loved her and no
true emotions, abandoning individu
where the real problem exists; the
matter
how
much she cared about
fact i can't find anyone willing to ality to follow the crowd.
me,
she
was,
is a beautiful person.
Then there's me, a romantic, who
leave the Vales of Har long enough
She
lives
her
life from day to day,
busies himself with the ugly busi
to talk to, to get to know, to love.
while
i
live
mine
from dream^to
ness of finding truth and love, i
As a disciple of Blake, like my
dream,
i
tried
to
force
her into leav
work in the now, and live with my
good friends Lord Byron, Percy
ing
the
Vales
of
Har
just
to fall in
Bysshe Shelley and John Keats, i eyes open. Everything i encounter
love
with
me.
But
you
can't
force
consider myself a romantic. Unfor touches my mind and soul and leads
love
and
it
is
foolish
to
wait
for
tunately, romantic people do not to a deeper understanding of my
something
that
will
never
happen.
live in the Vales of Har. Realists self. I seize dreams and not the day.
In Blake's "The Book of Thel,"
Romantics and realists, the day
live in the Vales of Har. Realists do
Thel
flees back to the Vales of Har
and
a
dream,
the
Vales
of
Har
and
a
not like to think about love. Love is
after
she
is shown the nature of her
desert...
the
beautiful
people
and
i.
just a catch-phrase, an archaic ideal
future
the
nature of the real world.
Lines
are
distinct,
yet
can
become
that has no place in the Land of
Pain,
sadness...
her own grave and
blurry.
Especially
when
one
of
the
Sunshine and Fun. Why would any
beautiful people enters the desert regrets.
beautiful person want to leave the

My Thel fled back to the Vales
of Har for the same reason. She
wasn't ready for me or anything
like me. i don't think she ever
was. Quite honestly, i don't think
she ever wants to be ready. She's
a beautiful person and she be
longs ill the Vales of Har. i'm a
romantjc and i don't.
There is no pain or resentment.
There's just truth staring me right
in the face. Thel will forever be
lost in the Vales of Har, because
she wants to be there. And that's
OK. It's her choice. Unfortu
nately, i've become just another
face to her, or even worse, an
acquaintance.
The story is much longer than
six paragraphs and the truth is
hard to see for the onlooker with
out knowing everything. This is
Blake's "The Book ofThel"manifested in reality.
i've come to accept that there
can be no love in the Vales of Har
and i will forever be an anomaly.
The beautiful people wander in
the Vales of Har because that is
where they want to be. Thel wan
ders in the Vales of Har because
that is where she wants to be. She
wants to "have fun." She doesn't
want a "relationship."
i want to share my thoughts, no
matter how abstract or obscure,
with somebody, i want to learn
and love in these years of my life
- the years before i lose the pas
sion and ^ire that can only exist in
the heart of a young poet. Unfor
tunately, iVwander in deserts and
dreams wliere no one wanders ...
because that is where i want to be.
Where dp you want to be?

FREE Chiropractic Exam (Reg $75)
Are you experiencing...
• Stress?
• Headaches?
• Neck Pain?
• Lower Back Pain?
• Weight Problems?

BROUGHT TO YOU
BY TWO BEERS
AND SOME COLD MEDICINE.
To your body, alcohol and medicine can seem very similar. Both can affect your
balance, coordination, and ability t o s e e accurately. Skills that are \ o /
essential to riding. After drinking or taking medication, don't ride. YHV
That's the best prescription for your safety, MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONV

Exam includes:
David P. Anderson, D.C.

Specializing in...
• Auto Accidents
• Work Injuries
• Family Care

Planning to take the

MCAT
GMAT
GRE
LSAT

2820 Camino Del Rio South
Suite 308, San Diego, CA 92108

Feb. 5th
Feb. 12th
Feb. 26th

Small classes, Free extra help,
Great teachers, Guaranteed results.
WL

558-0500

Call NOW for more information!
The Princton Review is affliated with neither Princeton University or the Educational Testing Service

(619) 293-7373

Stamp
La Solid

Course START DATES for the spring tests
MCAT:
GMAT:
GRE:

• 10-point ortho & neurological check
• Necessary X-rays
• Range of motion tests
• Spinal & posture analysis
• Dietary Analysis & Body Fat Testing
• Private consultation
Most

'We'llhelp you stamp your art out!
Art filthier Stamps and Art Supplies
Video Rentals ~ Classes ~ 'Demonstrations
=9W

1025'Prospect Street #240
La folia, CA 92037
(619)551-1096
9don ~ S a t 1 0 - 7
Closed Sunday

;
I
.

Off'Entire Turcftase With this
Coupon
Coupon Tjqtires fehruary 28, 1994
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Hardin's

Ijfeareb antagonist rumoreb to be tbe neurotic ftappp <§up
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Help Hardin!
I could not keep myself from
writing to you. This past Monday
was the ever famous day to pro
nounce your love to that certain
someone. But what if you don't
have anyone? I'm single and most
of the time I'm just fine with that,
but it is days like the stupid
Valentine's where which people
wear pink, white and red all over
town that makes me feel like a big
social outcast. I realize that the
only one's who feel like I do on
this happy-go-jolly day have de
cided to wear black. I've chosen
not to go the ever-so-morbid route
of black attire, but this still does
not help my disposition. Can you
please tell all those people with
special loved ones to be consider
ate of us single folk. If I see one
more FTD Florist dude walk into
my class and deliver a dozen"tea"
roses along with belting out a song
that ends with"from someone who
cares", I'm going to puke.
Signed,

Dearest Heart-ached,
Being single as well, I
know where you are coming from;
but I plea to you that you get a grip.
This is only 24 hours out of our365
day calendar year. Why don't you
plan on having flowers delivered
to yourself next year? After all,
you are "someone who cares." If
this bothers you so, why did you
even bother coming to school? I'll
answer that— you wanted to put
yourself through self-torture. I
came to school as well and here's
how I dealt with the problem... I
spit on anybody whoeven remotely
smelled like a handful of longstem roses. Sure, this might have
been immature and others might
have dealt with it a little better, but
to each his own, I always say.
Look on the bright side, we can
always hope to be spit upon by
those who don't have anyone when
the next "heart-on" day comes
around. Until then, enjoy the single
life, I'm told the more single you
are the more money is in your
pocket. Ha!!

Coming Soon
Let's play the HHS Dating Game.
Send in a picture of yourself along
with your best assets and we'll see
if we can set you up!! Your picture
will appear in the next issue, along
with yourpersonal attributes,
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Unaware they're being watched,Hostile Man and
Mama enjoy a nice view from the Maher tree.

Happy Guy watches his victims from a nearby
manhole as he plots his nasty caper.

Hostile Man and Mama are frightened by their
grade-school bully..Happy Guy.

SHA-WOO! The Hostile couple get away from
Happy Guy on a stolen USD cart. Way to go !!

Where are They Now?
By Ben Caplen

B You've wondered what ever happened to those cute little
comic characters we loved as kids. Now, thanks to our
feature reporter, Ben, we'll be able to get the highlights of
their whereabouts. YIPPEE!!
Today's Comic:

Heart-ached

v

talked

Hostile Couple

Charlie Brown

prison for good behavior

•1962- Graduated from Peanuts
comic strip
•1966- Sentenced to 20 years at
hard labor for infamous
"Lucy Slayings" of
late 1964
•1969 to 1972- Pitcher for
prison baseball team;
place kicker for prison
football team
1976- Released early from

•1982- Marries the little redhaired girl in Las Vegas
•1986- Founding father of the
Hair Club For Men
•1990- Loses left leg due to
SCUD attack in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia
•1992- Currently suing Charles
Schultz for $26.8 million
worth of residuals from
re broadcasting of several
Peanuts films

Pancho and Luke
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Top Seven
ByK&B
Reasons that make the effemi
nate heterosexual male
7) Khaki pants
6) Blue jean GAP shirt
5) Vests
4) Turtlenecks
3) Tevas
2) Woven brown belt
1) Shoulder strap purse backpack

Reasons why we fear the effemi
nate heterosexual USD male
7) Khaki pants
6) Blue jean GAP shirt
5) Vests
4) Turtlenecks
3} Tevas
2) Woven brown belt
I) Shoulder strap purse backpack
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FITNESS PROGRAM

2 WEEK
MEMBERSHIP

$20.(
PAY AS YOU GO,
STOP WHEN YOU WANT!
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YOU MUST BRING IN THIS AD TO ENROLL ON THIS OFFER!

Lifecircuit
Aerobics
Free Weights ^ ij^
Lifecycie
Nautilus
Body Masters
Cybex
Camstar
Offered at the following
locations:

c E IM T E R s

C

BALBOA

E

N

T

E

R

UNIVERSITY CENTER
(across from the Law Library)
Friday, February 18th 9:00a.m - 3:00p.m.
Monday, February 21st 9:00am - 3:00p.m

ENTER THE
DRAWING FOR:
2- 3 month Family Fitness Center
memberships
Workout T-ShirtS
Workout Towels
Don't miss outlet your free gift!!!

S

UTC
UTC • 4405 La Jolla Village Dr.
(Next to Robinson's) 457-3930

Balboa • 7620 Balboa Ave.
(Balb03 & 805) 292-7079

lie-

A Family Fitness Center
represenative will be here to
answer any question and help get
you started at the

mm ,

fAMIlY

0

With coupon valid at UTC or
Balboa only. Check dub for
details. Expires: 2-28-94

).00 one time enrollment Fee plus $20.00 a month dues on Auto debit. Valid only and must be used at Balboa or U.T.C. Special hou^s
| membership (Check Club For Hours) incentives may be offered for enrolling or other memberships. Must be 18 years old or 11 w/Parental
consont. Babysitting available for nominal fee. Membership terminates when you stop paying your duos
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Oil Change Plus Lube
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
Tune-up • Oil Change • Drain & Fill Radiator

Most Cars
Reg 325.59

All Work Guaranteed
Coupon

kmwm

ItottFsiiKe package indedtt all this: fell oil change serrke
'Drain ceoUm'tepliK ccolini 'Pressure Ten System "Inspect radiator
cap 'Hew spark plsp'Sel ttmitte 'Check points S condenser rotor 3
distributor cap 'Labor to install parts '(tecessaty adjustments wing
Allen Test Diagnostic Equipment
{internal or sealed carb adjustments not induded)

must bt ^reusnei} * t** ol servkt. Exp

$

Vans, motorhomes,
large trucks higher

BRAKES

99
Plus 57
Certificate

Includes:
•New pads & shoes
•Resurfacing drums or rotors
'Inspect lining
•Adjust 4 bleed system

Coupon must be presented at time of service.
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Coupon must.be presented at time of service.

Offer Expires 4/30/94
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LIFETIME WARRANTY!
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20 MINUTE STATE SMOG INSPECTION
:i3

4Cyl.
Most Cars
r»n

$84,99
8 Cyl....,...$89.99

Coupon must be presented at time <rf service.
Offer Expires 4/30/94

SAVE $10
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SAVE

Drive through oil change, filter, & lube
No appointment and all in Approximately 10 minute'
Wfc I0-30W. I0-40W, 30W
•Oil filter »Lube chassis
•Check & fill all fluid levels
•Clean windshield 'Inspect all lights
'Check air filter & wiper blades
•Check all belts & hoses
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Offer Expires 4/30/94
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SPECIALS APPLY TO STUDENTS, FACILTY & STAFF
W
p
Wee pick
up and deliver your car for all major services. Your used oil and oil filter is delivered to a California Recycling Center for environment safety

3775 Rosecrans
( A t Kurtz, B y Burger King)

AUTOROTU*

2)

295-1999

Now Open Sunday 9-4
M-F 8am-6pm Sat. 8am-5pm
Drive in, or save time by calling to make
an appointment for all smog & tune-up
related service

